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Executive Summary 
Prior to LV Connect and Manage, technology for LV active network management (ANM), which 
extends communications and controls to customers’ homes and is able to deal with bi-directional 
power flows, was still unproven and needed to be trialled by WPD in a low-risk way, to assess 
whether or not this option was a viable alternative to network reinforcement (for mitigating the 
rapid clustering effects of low carbon technologies). 

The aims and objectives of the project were as follows: (i) Develop the LV Connect and Manage 
solution architecture; (ii) Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated power flows with operational 
limits; (iii) Design, build and operate an active management system for LV LCTs; (iv) Demonstrate 
the effectiveness of broadband-over-powerline for the bi-directional power flow control of LCTs; 
(v) Demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import and export patterns; (vi) Demonstrate how 
the solution can be used as a short-term or long-term intervention to avoid/defer network 
reinforcement; (vii) Develop new business processes for the deployment of DLC boxes into 
customers’ homes. 

The success criteria, by which the project was measured, were defined as follows: (i) Demonstration 
of the active management of low carbon technologies (energy storage and electric vehicles) by 
controlling load profiles and alleviating electricity network constraints; (ii) Development of a 
replicable architecture for the LV ANM solution, which can be utilised by WPD in their other Licence 
Areas and by other DNOs, more generally; and (iii) Development of novel business processes for 
deploying ANM technologies into LV networks. (This will include the specification and development 
of an installation guide for the LV ANM technologies). 

We met all of the projects objectives and delivered the success criteria on time and 4% under 
budget. 

LV Connect and Manage resulted in the following policies and emerging standards: 
1. A policy for the retrofit of Connect and Manage substation monitoring equipment;
2. A process for standardising the installation of Connect and Manage equipment (DLC boxes)

within customers’ homes; and
3. A Technical Specification for Managed EV Charging Systems.

Whilst the technology has been proven, there are still some issues to be addressed before the LV 
Connect and Manage intervention can be implemented as part of WPD’s Business-as-Usual 
activities:  

1. Government policy and legislation needs to be in place to empower DNOs to intervene,
giving them the option to deploy a DLC box-type solution within customers’ homes if level
of (uncontrolled) LCT uptake on a particular distribution substation puts every customer on
that substation at risk of power cuts;

2. Manufacturers need to standardise the control interfaces of LCTs to guarantee
interoperability;

3. Alternative communications and control paths to LCTs, alongside mobile communications,
need to be developed to provide dual redundancy.
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1 Project Background 

Network reinforcement can be too expensive and too time-bound to respond to low carbon 
technology (LCT) connections on the low voltage (LV) network, particularly if rapid clustering 
occurs, such as with electric vehicles (EVs) and photovoltaic (PV) installations. Due to uncertainties 
in volume, location and type of LV connections, it is not possible or efficient for Western Power 
Distribution (WPD) to plan network reinforcement ahead of need. However, when the need does 
arise, network reinforcement (traditional base-case solution) can be too expensive and can take 
too long to deploy, delaying customers’ connections to the network. 

A comparison of PV installations registered for the feed-in tariff (FiT) and with WPD’s data shows 
only ~60% match in notified LV connections. Despite forecasting, there is still a lot of uncertainty 
as connections might not materialise or might materialise in more abundance than expected. Rapid 
clustering of EVs can lead to overloads in the distribution network particularly if the electricity 
demand coincides with daily peak loading on the network. Similarly, rapid clustering of PV systems 
can lead to overloads but in the reverse power flow direction. Both situations put WPD’s customers 
(both LCT customers and non-LCT customers) at risk of outages.   

Technology for LV active network management (ANM), which extends communications and 
controls beyond customers’ meters and is able to deal with bi-directional power flows, is still 
unproven and needed to be trialled by WPD in a low-risk way, to assess whether or not this option 
is a viable alternative to network reinforcement. 

2 Scope and Objectives 

Objective Status 

Develop the LV Connect and Manage solution architecture 

Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated power flows with operational limits 

Design, build and operate an active management system for LV LCTs 

Demonstrate the effectiveness of broadband-over-powerline for the bi-
directional power flow control of LCTs 

* 

Demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import and export patterns 

Demonstrate how the solution can be used as a short-term or long-term 
intervention to avoid/defer network reinforcement 



Develop new business processes for the deployment of DLC boxes into 
customers’ homes 

**

* LV Connect and Manage concluded that broadband-over-powerline was not fit-for-purpose for providing
the communications channel from substations into customers’ homes. 

** Whilst new business processes were developed as part of LV Connect and Manage, barriers to deployment 
still exist, related to customer acceptance of an LV Connect and Manage-type intervention in their homes 
and the right that UK DNOs have to enforce the intervention if network assets are at risk of overload.   
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3 Success Criteria 

Success Criteria Status 

1. Demonstration of the active management of low
carbon technologies (energy storage and electric
vehicles) by controlling load profiles and alleviating
electricity network constraints.



2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV
ANM solution, which can be utilised by WPD in their
other Licence Areas and by other DNOs, more
generally.



3. Development of novel business processes for
deploying ANM technologies into LV networks. (This
will include the specification and development of an
installation guide for the LV ANM technologies).



4 Details of Work Carried Out 

The work carried out in this project is detailed in the following sections: 
1. The solution architecture;
2. The domestic load controller (DLC) box design;
3. The Hereford depot equipment trials;
4. The site selection and customer engagement activities;
5. The equipment installations;

The EV (import limitation) trials and results, the PV/battery (export limitation) trials and results and 
the evaluation results of the set point response times for the import and export limitation trials are 
given in Section 9. 

4.1 The Solution Architecture 

The LV Connect and Manage solution architecture is given in Figure 4.1. This was partly informed 
by our own documents, outlining the proposed project scope, and partly informed by previous 
similar projects undertaken by Nortech. 

4.1.1 Solution Architecture Components 

iHost: iHost is a software platform, developed and supplied by Nortech Management Limited, 
which hosts the LV Connect and Manage central control algorithms and monitors downstream 
components (such as the LV substation equipment and the DLC equipment). In the context of LV 
Connect and Manage, iHost runs on a virtual server with hardware located in a secure data centre 
(hosted by Nortech). iHost, via a VPN link, provides graphical user interface (GUI) and reporting 
features for WPD and other system users to monitor and evaluate the system performance. 
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Figure 4.1 – The LV Connect and Manage solution architecture 

Broadband-over-Powerline NMS: The Broadband-over-Powerline (BPL) Network Management 
System (NMS) is co-located with iHost in the secure data centre. The NMS is accessed remotely, via 
a virtual private network (VPN) link, and is used for monitoring and maintaining the BPL 
communications system. The BPL communications system comprises up to six ruggedized head-
end modems (located in secondary distribution substations), up to 100 compact modems (located 
in DLC customers’ properties) and ruggedized modems (used as signal repeaters between the 
distribution substation and customers’ properties). The number of repeater units was to be 
determined as part of the BPL system implementation.  
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Secondary Distribution Substation Monitoring: The architecture of the secondary distribution 
substation monitoring system is shown in Figure 4.2. The components within the architecture are 
installed on the LV-side of the substation and include: 

1. A device for power flow and voltage monitoring (as this is the expected constraint point
within the power system);

2. An Envoy unit (monitoring the power flows and voltages, providing data aggregation
functions and future-proofing the architecture for a distributed hierarchy of controls). This
is particularly important if, for example, the communications link to iHost is lost;

3. A 3G/4G router (providing communications from the substation to iHost via the secure VPN
tunnel); and

4. The BPL headend modem (providing communications over the LV network to customers’
homes).

LV Sub Box

LV Substation

3G router

BPL Head 
End System

ENVOY

SIM

Power + Voltage 
Monitoring

Figure 4.2 – The LV substation monitoring system 

Domestic Load Control (DLC) for EV and PV customers: The architecture of the DLC box for EV and 
PV customers is shown in Figure 4.3. The components within this architecture include: 

1. An Envoy (connected to the EV charge point/PV inverter system for set point controls and
the BPL system for communications); and

2. A BPL compact modem (for communications back to the local substation).

The Envoy/BPL components are powered from the 230V AC supply within customers’ homes and 
the Envoys have provision for mobile communications (via SIM cards) as a back-up communications 
path from the customers’ homes to iHost or a primary communications path where the reach of 
the BPL system is limited. 

Other system components: Other system components included the BPL repeaters (which were 
required, depending on the reach of the BPL signal from the secondary distribution substation to 
customers’ homes and vice versa) and the VPN tunnel from site to the data centre (which was 
delivered using a 3G/4G router in the LV substation box connected to the Nortech firewall via an 
APN and VPN tunnel to provide a secure data pipe). 

A comprehensive failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) was conducted to evaluate the solution 
architecture and identify mitigations for the failure of critical hardware, software and 
communications components to feed into the component designs. The FMEA report is given in 
Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.3 - The architecture of the DLC box 

4.2 Domestic Load Controller (DLC) Box Design 

The design of the domestic load controller (DLC) box is given in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.4 – The design of the domestic load controller (DLC) box 

The DLC box contains the following components: 
1. A tamper switch for intrusion detection, using a microswitch wired into the Envoy (a micro-

RTU). The tamper switch is activated if the lid of the DLC box is removed and a remote
notification (via email or text message) is sent to the system operator;

2. The Envoy micro-RTU, acting as the communications hub, protocol converter and a
decentralised monitoring and control platform for the connected components (sending
monitored data to iHost via DNP3 over BPL/GSM and controls to the LCTs via Modbus or
Open Charge Point Protocol over Ethernet);
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3. A project-specific modem to allow communications to the local substation via broadband-
over-powerline;

4. A 230VAC supply, allowing the DLC box to be readily fitted in to customers’ homes and
powered from their standard mains supply (on a separate feed than the LCT under control);

5. An Ethernet communications switch, facilitating internal connectivity within the DLC box
and external connectivity to one or more LCTs in the customers’ homes. N.B. For security
reasons, the Ethernet cabling is terminated inside the connected devices at both ends (i.e.
within the DLC box, protected by tamper switch notifications, and the LCT, protected by
specialist screws and electric shock intrusion warnings);

6. Ethernet connections to the LCTs, allowing for interoperability across a wide range of EV
charge points, battery inverter, PV inverter and heat pump control systems via a standard
interface.

The DLC boxes were designed with portable functionality, allowing them to be easily wired into 
customers’ homes via a standard 230VAC supply and connected to the controllable LCTs via 
Ethernet or hardwired signals, such as RS485 or 4 – 20mA. 

4.3 Hereford Depot Equipment Trials 

The architecture described in Section 4.1, encompassing all components, was deployed in the first 
phase of the project within WPD’s Hereford Depot to trial solution in a real-life environment. This 
de-risked the installation of equipment within customers’ homes (minimising the likelihood of 
return visits to resolve integration issues). It also allowed WPD to develop the business process for 
equipment installations within the trial site substations and evaluate the performance of the 
system (including communications reliability and witness testing of the solution for controlling 
LCTs). The Hereford Depot equipment trials are described in the following sections: 

1. The testbed architecture;
2. The substation installations (representing the DNO-side of the installations);
3. The LCT installations (representing the customer-side of the installations); and
4. The technical tests (conducted to prove end-to-end operation of the system).

4.3.1 Testbed Architecture 

The testbed architecture is given in Figure 4.5 and comprised the following: (i) a decentralised ANM 
system within the LV substation (monitoring local voltages and power flows and allowing control 
signals to be generated based on local constraints); (ii) a 7kWh battery/inverter system interfacing 
with the on-site 50kW PV array and a DLC box configured with export limiting functionality; and (iii) 
a 7.4kW (32A) single-phase EV charge point interfacing with a DLC box configured for import 
limiting. 
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Figure 4.5 - The Hereford Depot testbed architecture 

4.3.2 Substation Installations (DNO-Side) 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the equipment installed within the secondary distribution substation 
feeding the Hereford Depot. Figure 4.6 shows the WPD fitter with the decentralised ANM controller 
prior to fitting onto the outside of the LV fuse cabinet. The decentralised ANM controller was 
designed with magnetic mounting feet to allow it to be installed on the side of metallic 
infrastructure within the substation, allowing it to be readily ported to other substations (when the 
future need arises) and mitigating the requirement for drilling holes through the fabric of the LV 
cabinet (which is prohibited within WPD’s policies as it affects the integrity of the LV cabinet and 
could lead to the risk of moisture ingress). 

Figure 4.6 – The decentralised ANM controller 

From left-to-right in Figure 4.7, the following equipment can be seen: (i) a Gridkey MCU with 
Ethernet adapter for high-resolution (10-second) monitoring of voltages, currents and (bi-
directional) power flows within the distribution substation; (ii) the decentralised ANM platform for 
controlling the LCTs and communicating the Gridkey data to iHost via mobile communications; (iii) 
the LV fuse board with modified fuse handles allowing the Gridkey voltages to be monitored via 
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4mm banana-plug socket connectors; and (iv) solid and flexible split-core Rogowski coils allowing 
the electrical currents to be monitored.  

As part of the retrofit of the monitoring equipment into the LV substation at the Hereford Depot, 
it was observed that an outage was required in order to swap out the existing fuse handles for the 
modified fuse handles (with the 4mm connectors). In this case, the Hereford Depot was powered 
by an on-site generator and arrangements were made to back-feed the trial sites so that no 
customers experienced interruptions to their supply.  

Figure 4.7 – Secondary substation equipment 

4.3.3 LCT Installations (Customer-Side) 

Equipment representing the customer-side of solution architecture was deployed via a battery 
energy storage system with a DLC interfacing with the battery inverter (as seen in Figure 4.8) and 
a controllable EV charge point interfacing directly with the DLC (as seen in Figure 4.9). 

Figure 4.8 – Installation of battery, inverter and DLC representing customer-side equipment 
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Figure 4.9 – Installation of controllable EV charge point and DLC representing customer-side equipment 

4.3.4 Technical Tests 

The solution architecture and equipment installations described above allowed the following 
technical tests to be carried out: 

1. Proving the feasibility of managing the EV charging rate in the range 0 – 32A via BPL and
GSM;

2. Proving the feasibility of managing the PV/battery energy storage discharge rate via BPL
and GSM;

3. Demonstrating the auto-failover of communications from BPL to GSM and vice-versa; and
4. Demonstrating the principles of operation of the import and export limitation systems to

protect the integrity of the distribution transformer and cable assets.

Figure 4.10 shows a Nortech engineer configuring the DLC box for communications with the battery 
inverter system in preparation for the export limitation technical tests. 

Figure 4.10 – Nortech engineer configuring the DLC box for export limitation tests 

In order to represent the complete end-to-end system a Nissan Leaf EV was connected to the 
controllable charge point. The results of the import limitation and export limitation tests are given 
in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. 
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Figure 4.11 – Results of the import limitation technical tests 

Considering Figure 4.11, in the time period 14:53 to 15:38, manual set points were sent to the EV 
charge point to control the rate of charge (blue trace) and the response of the EV to charge 
reduction and increase signals was observed (orange trace). From 15:53 onwards, the set points 
were generated automatically by linking the allowable capacity for EV charging to the real-time 
electrical demand at the depot and artificially lowering the upstream substation thermal limit to 
trigger a constraint. This test proved the end-to-end system functionality for import limitation of 
the EV charge point. 

Figure 4.12 – Results of the export limitation technical tests 

Considering Figure 4.12, the response of the battery/inverter system (red trace) to export limitation 
signals (blue trace) was tested and the capacity of the battery was monitored (black trace). This 
test proved the end-to-end system functionality for export limitation of the battery energy storage 
system. 
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4.4 Site Selection and Customer Engagement 

4.4.1 Site Selection 

Six sites were selected for project trials, three in the West Bridgford area of Nottingham and three 
in the Furzton area of Milton Keynes. The West Bridgford sites were selected based on WPD’s 
records of existing EV charge points connected within the area. In addition, Nottingham was of 
named one of the first Go-Ultra Low cities by the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV). The 
Furzton sites were selected based on WPD’s records of high PV penetrations in the area. 

Control and monitoring equipment was installed in the following 6 distribution substations: 

Substation No. Substation Name 
942197 GRASSCROFT BLETCHLEY (FURZTON) 
942196 PARKSIDE FURZTON 
942183 PERRACOMBE FURZTON 
881417 WEST BRIDGFORD RUGBY ROAD 
881418 WEST BRIDGFORD COMPTON ACRES 
881089 WEST BRIDGFORD HAWTHORNE PARK 

4.4.2 Customer Engagement Activities 

Two Customer Engagement Contractors were appointed by competitive tender to market the 
project to WPD’s customers in the selected trial locations and recruit customers to participate in 
trials. Based on WPD’s learning from previous projects, companies local to the trial locations were 
selected and effectively recruited customers to participate in trials using the following mechanisms: 

1. Customer engagement meetings;
2. Door-to-door marketing and leafletting campaigns;
3. Publicity on social networks; and
4. Development of a project-specific website: www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk

In addition, a customer engagement video was produced to introduce the project, explain its aims 
and objectives, and outline the benefits for participation.  

The Customer Engagement Plan and Data Protection Strategy documents for the project are given 
in Appendices B and C respectively. In order to simulate interest in the project, trial participants 
were given the option to keep the LCT equipment at the end of the trial or to have it removed by 
WPD without charge. WPD also used the customer engagement campaign as a mechanism for 
raising awareness of the Priority Services Register (PSR). Aggregating data and anonymising 
customers were key features of the data protection strategy and worked effectively.  

An example customer engagement meeting is given in Figure 4.13 for the Furzton trial participant 
recruitment. 

http://www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk/
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Figure 4.13 – Customer engagement in Furzton for battery/energy storage participants 

4.4.3 Customer Participation: Milton Keynes Clusters 

Figure 4.14 shows the clusters of participants (marked as dots on the map) that were stimulated by 
the customer engagement activities in Furzton, Milton Keynes. The figure also shows examples of 
the battery energy storage and DLC equipment installations in customers’ homes.  

Figure 4.14 – Clusters of participants in Furzton with examples of battery, inverter and DLC installations 

For this part of the trial, two of the three substations had sufficient uptake and clustering of 
customers to allow battery export limitation to be demonstrated, fulfilling this objective of the 
project. 

4.4.4 Customer Participation: West Bridgford Clusters 

Figure 4.15 shows the clusters of participants (marked as dots on the map) that were stimulated by 
the customer engagement activities in West Bridgford, Nottingham. The figure also shows 
examples of the EV charge point equipment and DLC installations in customers’ homes.  
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Figure 4.15 – Clusters of participants in West Bridgford with examples of EV charge point and DLC installations 

For this part of the trial, one of the three substations, in particular, had sufficient uptake and 
clustering of customers to allow EV import limitation to be demonstrated, fulfilling this objective 
of the project. 

4.5 Equipment Installations 

A detailed example of a typical installation of the EV charge point and DLC equipment is given in 
Figure 4.16. The DLC box is co-located with the LCT to minimise long communications cable runs, 
which were deemed to be unacceptable from the customers’ perspective. Each DLC box had a small 
external antenna to maximise signal strength for mobile communications. In each installation, the 
DLC box and LCT were fed from separate mini circuit breakers (MCBs) in the consumer unit and 
contactor switches were used to trip the LCT in the event of loss-of-power (and hence 
communications and controllability) to the DLC box. 

Figure 4.16 – Typical example of the EV charge point and DLC installation in customers’ homes 
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5 Performance Compared to Original Aims, Objectives and 
Success Criteria 

5.1 Performance Compared to Aims and Objectives 

LV Connect and Manage had the following aims and objectives: 
1. Develop the LV Connect and Manage solution architecture;
2. Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated power flows with operational limits;
3. Design, build and operate an active management system for LV LCTs;
4. Demonstrate the effectiveness of broadband-over-powerline for the bi-directional power

flow control of LCTs;
5. Demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import and export patterns;
6. Demonstrate how the solution can be used as a short-term or long-term intervention to

avoid/defer network reinforcement; and
7. Develop new business processes for the deployment of DLC boxes into customers’ homes.

LV Connect and Manage met all of its original aims and objectives as summarised in Table 5.1 and 
the sections of the report referenced therein. 

Table 5.1 – Summary of project performance against aims and objectives 

Objective Status Comment 

Develop the LV Connect and Manage 
solution architecture 

 An architecture was developed for 
the LV Connect and Manage 
solution which specified the 
communications and control 
components needed to facilitate 
the control of LCT devices (for 
further details see Section 4.1) 

Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated 
power flows with operational limits 

 LCT power import and export was 
monitored, aggregated and 
continuously compared with 
operational limits for both EV and 
Battery Energy Storage Systems 
(for further details see Section 9) 

Design, build and operate an active 
management system for LV LCTs 

 An active network management 
system was designed, built and 
operated autonomously for the 
connection and management of LV 
LCTs (for further details see 
Sections 4 and 9) 

Demonstrate the effectiveness of 
broadband-over-powerline for the bi-
directional power flow control of LCTs 

 The effectiveness of broadband-
over-powerline was demonstrated 
for the bi-directional power flow 
control of LCTs and it was 
concluded that this 
communications medium was not 
fit-for-purpose for the LV Connect 
and Manage solution (for further 
details see Sections 4 and 8) 
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Objective Status Comment 

Demonstrate the optimisation of real-
time import and export patterns 

 The optimisation of real-time 
import and export patterns was 
demonstrated by continuously 
matching the setpoints of the LCTs 
to the available capacity in the 
network (for details see Section 9) 

Demonstrate how the solution can be 
used as a short-term or long-term 
intervention to avoid/defer network 
reinforcement 

 By conducting live trials and 
proving that the LV Connect and 
Manage system was able to control 
LCTs according to network 
constraints and capacity available, 
it was demonstrated that this 
solution could be used as a short or 
long term intervention for the 
avoidance/deferral of network 
reinforcement (for further details 
see Section 9) 

Develop new business processes for the 
deployment of DLC boxes into 
customers’ homes 

 New business processes were 
developed for the deployment of 
DLC boxes into customers’ homes, 
including a policy for the 
retrofitting of LV Connect and 
Manage equipment into secondary 
distribution substations and an 
installation guide for electrical 
contractors fitting the DLC boxes 
into customers’ homes (for further 
details see Sections 4, 8 and 9) 
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5.2 Performance Compared to Success Criteria 

As part of the LV Connect and Manage project registration, WPD specified the following Success 
Criteria:  

1. Demonstration of the active management of low carbon technologies (energy storage and
electric vehicles) by controlling load profiles and alleviating electricity network constraints;

2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV ANM solution, which can be utilised by
WPD in their other Licence Areas and by other DNOs, more generally; and

3. Development of novel business processes for deploying ANM technologies into LV
networks. (This will include the specification and development of an installation guide for
the LV ANM technologies).

The active management of low carbon technologies (energy storage and electric vehicles) was 
demonstrated by controlling load profiles and alleviating electricity network constraints. This was 
achieved by artificially lowering the thermal limit of secondary distribution transformers in order 
to create an artificial constraint, which then triggered a control response in the LV ANM system. 

A replicable architecture for the LV ANM solution was developed, based on off-the-shelf 
communications and control technologies, which can be utilised by WPD in their other Licence 
Areas and by other DNOs, more generally. 

Novel business processes were developed for deploying ANM technologies into LV networks. This 
included the development of a policy for the retrofitting of LV Connect and Manage into secondary 
distribution substations and an installation guide for electrical contractors fitting the DLC box into 
customers’ homes. Both of these processes were used to install the equipment for the LV Connect 
and Manage live trials, resulting in tried-and-tested procedures.     

In summary, the project met all of its success criteria as described above, with further evidence 
detailed in Sections 4 and 9. 
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6 Required Modifications to the Planned Approach during the 
Course of the Project 

Three modifications to the planned approach occurred during the project: 
1. Limiting the deployment of BPL infrastructure and procuring additional SIM cards (as a

result of BPL limitations);
2. Pairing DLC boxes and LCTs in the factory, and testing communications and controls prior

to installation in customers’ homes; and
3. Adapting to changes in the LCT device supply chain.

6.1 Limiting the Deployment of BPL Infrastructure 

The original ambition of the project was to trial the effectiveness of BPL at the six substation sites 
as given in Section 4.4.1. However, early results from the Hereford Depot BPL installation and the 
first project site showed that BPL was not fit-for-purpose for the LV Connect and Manage 
application. This was because the system was found to be sensitive to electrical noise and 
attenuation in the LV network and difficulties were encountered with signal propagation into 
customers’ homes through the consumer unit. As a result, it was not possible to determine the 
number of repeaters that would be needed to provide complete BPL coverage to the LCTs clusters 
on a particular substation and there was not sufficient confidence that control signals could be 
transmitted over BPL during the peak times of electrical network loading (i.e. when it was most 
critical, anticipating that EV charging could coincide with the daily teatime peak).  

Alternative options were considered for BPL deployment within this project (such as installing a 
repeater unit in each customers’ metering box alongside running Ethernet cable from the BPL 
repeater to the DLC box). However, these options were discounted because it would have involved 
recruiting additional customers (with no stakeholder interest) to participate in trials and there was 
no guarantee the metering box in customers’ homes was located near the DLC and LCT (so Ethernet 
cable runs would have been required to deliver the end-to-end communications and controls). In 
both cases, WPD deemed that this would cause unnecessary disruption to its customers. To limit 
cost overruns for this particular aspect of the project, further deployment of BPL infrastructure was 
halted, and additional SIM cards were procured to extend communications and controls to the 
entire fleet of DLC boxes.  

6.2 Pairing DLC boxes and LCTs in the Factory 

The LCTs (EV charge points and battery inverters) required software configuration in order to allow 
the ANM system to communicate with them and control them. The skillset required to program 
the communications settings into the LCT devices is not readily available amongst electrical 
contractors (i.e. it takes them out of their comfort zone). To address this, the LCTs and DLC boxes 
were paired in the factory, and communications and controls were tested prior to installation of 
the equipment in customers’ homes. This approach also reduced the likelihood of return visits to 
customers’ homes to resolve interoperability issues.    

6.3 Adapting to Changes in the LCT Device Supply Chain 

The pace-of-change of LCT devices (such as EV charge points, batteries and inverters) is fast moving 
as the various technologies mature. This meant that the LCT devices originally intended for 
procurement were superseded by newer variants by the time customers were recruited to 
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participate in the trials. Moreover, some of the technologies selected for installation into 
customers’ homes were discontinued by the manufacturers during the project lifecycle. This mean 
that alternative technologies needed to be identified, procured and tested.  
Whilst increasing equipment delivery and installation lead times slightly (by a few weeks), this did 
not affect the overall project delivery programme and helped to demonstrate that the DLC box was 
interoperable with LCTs from a variety of different manufacturers. 
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7 Project Costs 

Activity Budget (£) Actual (£) Variance (%) 

Project Delivery 200,000 199,688 - 0.2 

Communications equipment 120,000 119,771 - 0.2 

Monitoring 40,000 37,805 - 5.5 

Control 400,000 399,556 - 0.1 

Batteries and inverters 250,000 244,557 - 2.2 

EV charge points 25,000 26,075 + 4.3 

Customer engagement and dissemination 200,000 197,463 - 1.3 

Equipment installation 100,000 99,777 - 0.2 

WPD PM + Installation 100,000 99,849 - 0.2 

Dissemination Modelling 20,000 19,350 - 3.3 

Total (Exc. Contingency) 1,455,000 1,443,891 -0.8 

All project aspects were delivered within 10% tolerance of the original budget and the overall 
project met all its objectives on time. 

A £220,000 contingency budget was incorporated in the original project budget and NIA Project 
Registration and PEA Document. A total of £52,725 of the contingency budget was used. This was 
due to variations in exchange rates (procuring equipment from overseas suppliers) and the 
additional requirement (a software modification to the monitoring equipment) to provide 
increased granularity of substation power flows and voltages for optimised LCT controls.  
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8 Lessons Learnt for Future Projects 

Throughout the project lifecycle, a series of lessons learnt were recorded. This section discusses 
the learning in detail and demonstrates the valuable learning that has been gained from this 
project. The lessons learnt have been categorised in the following ways: 

1. The effectiveness of the demonstrations undertaken;
2. Significant problems discovered with the trialled methods;
3. Recommendations on how the learning from the project can be exploited further; and
4. The likelihood the method will be deployed on a wider scale in future.

In addition, the knowledge dissemination events and activities have been summarised in Section 
8.5. 

8.1 The Effectiveness of the Demonstrations Undertaken 

8.1.1 Hereford Depot Installation 

The Hereford Depot trial facilitated system integration and allowed the end-to-end system to be 
tested and refined in a low-risk and easily accessible environment. This significantly de-risked the 
installation of equipment within customers’ homes and minimised the risk of needing return visits. 

The recommendation for future projects is that a testbed environment is included as part of the 
project design to facilitate the integration and testing of technologies in a low-risk way. 

8.1.2 Customer Engagement 

The customer engagement activities were effective in recruiting the required number of 
participants within the project trial areas to demonstrate the active management of LCT clusters. 
The success of the engagement activities was attributed to the use of specialist marketing 
companies, local to the areas in which WPD was looking to recruit participants. In addition, the 
variety of engagement methods (leafletting, social media and the customer engagement video) 
engaged a wide variety of participants. 

The project has raised awareness amongst WPD’s customers of the valuable role it plays in society. 
All customers retained their LCTs at project close down.  

The recommendation for future projects is that similar recruitment methods are utilised and, in 
particular, marketing and recruitment firms local to the target customer base are employed.  

8.1.3 Data Protection 

As well as standard data protection practices, customers’ data was protected in two key ways, 
which were designed into the project delivery processes: (i) Assigning a unique ID to each customer 
(which anonymised the customer and meant project-specific power systems data could then be 
used by project partners without the need for the transfer of personal data); and (ii) Aggregating 
customer load profile data (so that the data of individual customers was protected). 

The recommendation for future projects is that the anonymising and, where appropriate, the 
aggregation of data should be designed into the data protection processes.  
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8.1.4 Remote Commissioning 

The deployment of DLC boxes with mobile communications facilitated commissioning remotely and 
this resulted in a number of benefits: (i) The cost of commissioning was reduced as specialist staff 
involved in the commissioning process did not have to travel to customer sites; (ii) Customer 
identities and personal data were protected as the only organisations that interacted with them 
directly were the Customer Engagement Contractors and the Electrical Contractors; and (iii) 
dependence on the BPL system deployment was removed.    

The recommendation for future projects is that low-cost, proven communications technologies 
(such as mobile communications) are designed into the solution architecture particularly when a 
new communications system is being trialled or an existing communications system is being used 
but in a new application. 

8.1.5 Quantification of LCT Control Response Times 

LV Connect and Manage has delivered a comprehensive quantification of LCT control response 
times over mobile networks, as given in Section 9.3.  

The round-trip times for communications show that, with suitable design mitigations for 
communication interruptions, the mobile network is fit-for-purpose for controlling LV LCTs, 
particularly when aggregated across a population of controllable devices. 

The recommendation for future projects is that the roundtrip time of communications and control 
systems is quantified to allow the performance of the system to be evaluated effectively. 

8.1.6 Solution Portability 

As part of the customers trials, the ease and portability of DLC box solution was demonstrated by 
deliberate swap-outs of the DLC boxes. The time taken to swap over the DLC box was quantified as 
less than 10 minutes with the overall time for porting the solution heavily dominated by customer 
availability and time taken to travel to site. 

For any DNOs looking to adopt a DLC-type intervention, the requirement for portability should be 
included within the solution design requirements. 

8.1.7 Dual-Tariff Customers 

Learning emerged from the customer engagement activities that showed that customers without 
PV were interested and able to participate in trials. This was because they had a dual-tariff 
arrangement with their electricity supplier and were able to charge the battery at night (on the 
lower-cost tariff) and discharge the stored energy into the home (and power network) during the 
daytime. This led to an additional business case for LV Connect and Manage that was not identified 
at project conception.  

The recommendation for future projects is that the business case for the project is periodically re-
evaluated and refined as the project delivery progresses. 
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8.1.8 Battery Operating Modes 

A key learning point for DNOs as they transition to DSOs is that the battery energy storage systems 
can be configured (by the end user) to operate in different modes. This means that the battery 
could be installed by the customer with the intention of self-consuming the energy behind the 
meter but, if regulations change, there could be an incentive for the customer to reconfigure their 
battery system to export power onto the electricity network. If this happens with a cluster of 
customers on the same substation, the electricity infrastructure assets could be at risk of damage. 
At present, DNOs / DSOs have no visibility of the configuration change and no control over the 
battery system if the customer choses to reconfigure it from self-consumption to network export 
mode.  

The recommendation for future projects is that careful consideration is made of the functionality 
of LCTs and, in particular, how their functionality can be reconfigured by the end user (or a third 
party such as an aggregator) which could lead to inadvertent impacts on other systems such as the 
electricity distribution network. 

8.1.9 Customer Benefits 

LV Connect and Manage has resulted in the following benefits for WPD’s customers: 
1. Development and demonstration of an intelligent interface to accelerate connection of

LCTs (storage, EVs, heat pumps);
2. Avoidance and/or deferral of network reinforcement;
3. A reduced amount of street works (as network reinforcement can be timed to coincide with

other street works whilst the DLC intervention is in place);
4. Provision of greater flexibility to allow customers to export more power during non – peak

hours or/and use stored energy in a ‘self-consumption’ mode; and
5. Facilitating the consume energy by customers in more sustainable, environmentally

friendly way, reducing CO2 emissions as LCT uptake increases.

In addition, through the various customer engagement activities, WPD was able to increase 
awareness of the Priority Services Register: https://www.westernpower.co.uk/customers-and-
community/priority-services/priority-services-register 

The recommendation is that any DNO project involving residential customers should encompass, 
within its scope, activities to raise awareness of the Priority Services Register. 

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/customers-and-community/priority-services/priority-services-register
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/customers-and-community/priority-services/priority-services-register
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8.2 Significant Problems Discovered with the Trialled Methods 

8.2.1 Broadband-over-Powerline 

In order to overcome attenuation in the LV network, the deployment of BPL infrastructure needs 
to be sufficiently dense. This is appropriate for metering-type applications where there is a 
requirement to monitor data at every household, the BPL repeater can be co-located with the 
meter (on the DNO-side of the consumer unit) and the dispatch of communications can be timed 
to coincide with the BPL up-time. 

The original ambition of the project was to trial the effectiveness of BPL at the six substation sites 
as given in Section 4.4.1. However, early results from the Hereford Depot BPL installation and the 
first project site showed that BPL was not fit-for-purpose for the LV Connect and Manage 
application. This was because the system was found to be sensitive to electrical noise and 
attenuation in the LV network and difficulties were encountered with signal propagation into 
customers’ homes through the consumer unit. As a result, it was not possible to determine the 
number of repeaters that would be needed to provide complete BPL coverage to the LCTs clusters 
on a particular substation. In addition, there was not sufficient confidence that control signals could 
be transmitted over BPL during the peak times of electrical network loading (i.e. when it was most 
critical, anticipating that EV charging could coincide with the daily teatime peak).  

Alternative options were considered for BPL deployment within this project (such as installing a 
repeater unit in each customers’ metering box alongside running Ethernet cable from the BPL 
repeater to the DLC box). However, these options were discounted because it would have involved 
recruiting additional customers (with no stakeholder interest) to participate in trials and there was 
no guarantee the metering box in customers’ homes would be located near the DLC and LCT (so 
Ethernet cable runs would have been required to deliver the end-to-end communications and 
controls). In both cases, WPD deemed that this would cause unnecessary disruption to its 
customers. To limit cost overruns for this particular aspect of the project, further deployment of 
BPL infrastructure was halted.  

8.3 Recommendations on How the Learning from the Project can be Exploited 
Further 

Three key areas have been identified, in which the learning from the project can be exploited 
further: 

1. The development of LCT profiles;
2. The assessment of load duration curves and validation of network asset ratings in light of

modified load duration curves;
3. Re-visiting the design principles of LV networks to account for the erosion of load diversity

if LCTs continue to connect in an unmanaged and uncoordinated way; and
4. The standardisation of a Technical Specification for Smart EV chargers.

8.4 The Likelihood the Method will be Deployed on a Wider Scale in Future 

If the following key areas are addressed, it is highly likely that the LV Connect and Manage solution 
will be deployed on a wider scale in future:  

1. Standardisation of communications and control interfaces to LCTs. At present a wide
variety of protocols and interfaces to LCTs exist, some of which are bespoke to the LCT
manufacturer. Whilst the DLC box supports a wide variety of interfaces and protocols, there
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are still device-specific developments needed for control of some LCT clusters. In addition, 
the recommended best practice is to regression test LCT control interfaces every time a 
software update is made; 

2. Deploying low-cost LV substation monitoring equipment to give DNOs greater and more
granular visibility of electrical substation and feeder loading profiles. Based on this, an
accurate assessment of the timing and need for network reinforcement can be evaluated
and the Connect and Manage intervention can be deployed in the meantime; and

3. Clarifying the powers and legal recourse that WPD has to enforce a Connect-and-Manage
solution if network assets are at risk of overload. The current process is for customers to
connect-and-notify the DNO of an LCT connection within their homes. This relies on
electrical contractors completing and submitting the necessary paperwork on behalf of the
customer, which does not happen in every case. Therefore, government policies (similar to
the Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018) are needed to empower DNOs to intervene
to prevent overloads.

At present, LCT uptake has been slower than anticipated at the original conception of the project 
and so the need case for the LV Connect and Manage intervention is growing but yet not 
widespread. 

8.5 Knowledge Dissemination Events and Activities 

LV Connect and Manage disseminated knowledge via the following events and activities: 
1. The LCNI conferences, including a presentation at the 2017 LCNI conference (see Appendix

D);
2. A paper publication and presentation at the International Workshop on Electricity

Distribution (CIRED) in June 2018 (see Appendix E);
3. A presentation at WPD’s Balancing Act Conference in November 2018 (See Appendix F);
4. A paper publication and presentation at the International Conference on Electricity

Distribution (CIRED) in June 2019 (see Appendix G);
5. Various customer engagement and dissemination events throughout the course of the

project;
6. Hosting a visit to Furzton by the MPs for Milton Keynes and Milton Keynes South (See

Appendix H);
7. A project-specific industry-wide dissemination event at the IET in May 2019 (See Figure 8.1

and Appendix I); and
8. A brochure publication on the project and its key learning outcomes.
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Figure 8.1 – Industry-wide dissemination of LV Connect and Manage at the IET, Birmingham, May 2019 

In addition, LV Connect and Manage forms an integral part of WPD’s EV Network Strategy (See 
Appendix J) and WPD has actively fed its learning into other DNO projects such as the work by SSEN 
on standardising managed EV charging. 
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9 The Outcomes of the Project 

This section provides comprehensive details of the outcomes of LV Connect and Manage and covers 
the following aspects: 

1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation);
2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export limitation);
3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks;
4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work; and
5. The TRL development of the LV Connect and Manage intervention.

9.1 Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation) 

This section demonstrates the design, build and operation of an ANM system for LV LCTs, focusing 
on the import limitation of power to EV charge points. For each of the monitored charge points, 
the power was aggregated within iHost and compared to set point limits. The charge points were 
controllable in the range of 16A to 32A and controlled with varying degrees of set point granularity 
(from 4A steps to 0.5A steps) to demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import patterns. 

The cluster of 16 EV participants was configured into the LV ANM system as seen in Figure 9.1. Each 
customer participant was allocated a unique identification to keep their identity anonymous and 
protect their individual consumption data. Moreover, individual demand profiles were not needed 
or recorded as this project focused on the aggregated effects of LCT clusters on distribution 
transformer power flows. 

Figure 9.1 – Clustering of LCTs for the EV import limitation live trials 

Example results from the live trials of the EV import limitation are illustrated in Figure 9.2 (for a 
week of continuous operation) and Figure 9.3 (for a day of operation).  

The ANM system operates in the following way (using the example of a power flow constraint on 
the distribution transformer, which was artificially lowered for the purposes of the trial): 

1. Real-time power flow (aggregated from the individual feeders of the distribution
substation) is monitored and communicated to iHost (as shown by the red traces);

2. iHost continuously compares the power flow with the operational limits of the distribution
transformer (as shown by the green trace in each graph);
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3. If the monitored power flow breaches the operational limit of the substation (as can be
seen during the ‘teatime’ peak loading each day), a signal is sent to all the controllable EV
charge points to throttle back their charge by an equal amount;

4. The charge point limitation signal is continuously adjusted to maximise the allowable
charge whilst keeping the network within its operational limits (as shown by the blue and
amber traces on each graph);

5. If an individual EV charge point becomes uncontrollable (for example, due to a
communications outage) this is automatically removed from the ANM system (until
communications restoration) and the other charge points are throttled back further.

Figure 9.2 – Operation of the ANM system for limiting the import of EVs (one-week view) 

Considering Figure 9.3 it can be seen that the import limitation signal is dispatched to the EV charge 
points between 18:30 and 21:00 in the evening. This coincides with participants returning home 
from work and plugging in their EV to charge. Between 19:00 and 20:00 the limitation signal is 
temporarily relaxed. This is because there was capacity in the electricity network to allow increased 
EV charging during this period. Outside of the hours of 18:30 to 21:00, customers were able to 
charge their vehicle without constraint. 
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Figure 9.3 – Operation of the ANM system for limiting the import of EVs (one-day view) 

9.2 Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation) 

This section demonstrates the design, build and operation of an ANM system for LV LCTs, focusing 
on the export limitation of power from battery energy storage systems.  
For each of the monitored battery systems, the power was aggregated within iHost and compared 
to set point limits. The battery inverters were controllable in the range of 0A to 16A and able to 
receive a continuous scale of electrical currents to demonstrate the optimisation of real-time 
export patterns. 

The cluster of 12 battery energy storage participants was configured into the LV ANM system as 
seen in Figure 9.4. As with the import limitation trial, each customer participant was allocated a 
unique identification to keep their identity anonymous and protect their individual consumption 
data. Moreover, individual export profiles were not needed or recorded as this project focused on 
the aggregated effects of LCT clusters on distribution transformer reverse power flows. 

For the purpose of the trial, the batteries were reconfigured from ‘self-consumption’ mode (limiting 
the discharge of the battery to match the demand within the household) to grid-tied export mode 
(discharging the battery to the level requested by the ANM system). This is equivalent functionality 
to vehicle-to-grid (V2G). 
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Figure 9.4 – Clustering of LCTs for the battery export limitation live trials 

Example results from the live trials of the battery export limitation are illustrated in Figure 9.5 (for 
spring-time operation), Figure 9.6 (for summer-time operation) and 9.7 (for a more granular view 
the export limitation operation). 

The system operates in reverse with respect to the import limitation functionality. When a reverse 
limit on the distribution transformer is breached the export of the batteries is limited and the power 
flow through the distribution transformer (in the forward direction) is increased. Since the 
penetration of PV systems and battery systems was not sufficient to cause reverse power flow 
through the distribution transformer, the reverse power flow limit was artificially applied in the 
forward direction.  

When the transformer power flow is below the export limit, battery export is limited (to increase 
the power supplied by the distribution substation). When the transformer power flow is above the 
export limit, battery export is increased (to reduce the power supplied by the distribution 
substation).  
In the future, this mode of operation could be used to increase distribution network efficiency and 
reduce losses by utilising local generation and storage systems to supply electricity locally within 
the LV network. 
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Figure 9.5 – Operation of the ANM system for limiting the export of batteries (spring-time example)  

Figure 9.6 – Operation of the ANM system for limiting the export of batteries (summer-time example) 
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Figure 9.7 – Operation of the ANM system for limiting the export of batteries (more granular example) 

9.3 Setpoint Response Times (over mobile networks) 

This section quantifies the performance of setpoint controls delivered to the LCTs over mobile 
network communications within the ANM system. 3G roaming SIM cards were used within the trial 
as this delivered speed (reduced communication network latency) and increased resilience (as the 
SIM cards would automatically switch onto a different network provider in the event of a primary 
mobile network outage). In the sections that follow, the round-trip communication times (from 
control trigger to readback of setpoint change) were recorded for the battery/inverter system trials 
and the EV charge point trials. 

9.3.1 Battery/Inverter Systems 

The times taken for the readback confirmation of setpoint changes for the battery/inverter systems 
are given in Table 9.1. 288 setpoint controls were triggered during the response time quantification 
trial. Of these, 276 controls (95.8%) were confirmed within 1 minute and all controls were 
confirmed within 4 minutes.  

Table 9.1 – Readback times for battery/inverter controls 

Time for readback 
confirmation of setpoint 

Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 288 
controls  

Less than 1 minute 276 95.8 % 

1 - 2 minutes 8 2.8 % 

2 - 3 minutes 3 1.0 % 

3 - 4 minutes 1 0.3 % 
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9.3.2 EV Charge Points 

The times taken for the readback confirmation of setpoint changes for the EV charge point systems 
are given in Table 9.2. 7573 setpoint controls were triggered during the response time 
quantification trial. Of these, 7493 controls (98.9%) were confirmed within 5 seconds and all 
controls were confirmed within 10 seconds or following retries.  

Table 9.2 – Readback times for EV charge point controls 

Time for readback 
confirmation of setpoint 

Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 7573 
controls 

Less than 1 second 891 11.77% 

1-2 seconds 4126 54.48% 

2-3 seconds 1156 15.26% 

3-4 seconds 1151 15.20% 

4-5 seconds 169 2.23% 

Longer 5 seconds 80 1.06% 

9.4 Policies, Processes and Emerging Standards 

LV Connect and Manage resulted in the following policies and emerging standards: 
1. A policy for the retrofit of Connect and Manage substation monitoring equipment (see

Appendix K);
2. A process for standardising the installation of Connect and Manage equipment (DLC

boxes) within customers’ homes (see Appendix L); and
3. A Technical Specification for Managed EV Charging Systems (see Appendix M).
4. WPD Policies and Standard Techniques for the implementation of this solution have been

developed and are available upon request.

9.5 Technology Readiness Level Evaluation 

The Technology Readiness Level at the start of the project was 5 (technology validation in a relevant 
environment). The Technology Readiness Level at project completion was 9 (actual system ‘flight 
proven’ through successful operations). To date, two additional WPD projects have made use of 
the DLC box component of LV Connect and Manage: I&C Storage and Smart Energy Isles. Further 
details of these projects can be found on our Innovation website: 
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/innovation  

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/innovation
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10 Data Access Details 

As part of the project close-down, aggregated LCT profiles will be published on WPD’s project 
data page: 

www.westernpower.co.uk/Innovation/Contact-us-and-more/Project-Data.aspx 

In addition, WPD has built an offline instance of the ANM solution with a database of monitoring 
and controls for future reference. 

11 Foreground IPR 

The foreground IPR generated by LV Connect and Manage is summarised in Table 11.1 together 
with the ownership. 

Table 11.1 Foreground IPR, Ownership and Access 

IPR Ownership Access Location 

Business Case metrics for Connect 
and Manage 

WPD Project Registration Document 
(Smarter Networks Portal) 

Project Data WPD WPD’s Project Data Page 
(see Section 10) 

The Connect and Manage solution 
architecture 

WPD / 
Nortech 

This report 
(see Section 4.1) 

Project Dissemination Papers and 
Presentations 

WPD / 
Nortech 

This report 
(see Appendices D-I) 

Policy for the Retrofit of Connect 
and Manage Equipment in LV 
Substations 

WPD This policy is available upon 
request 

Process for Standardising the 
Installation of DLC Equipment in 
Customers’ Homes 

WPD / 
Nortech 

This policy is available upon 
request 

Technical Specification for Managed 
EV Charging 

WPD / 
Nortech 

This policy is available upon 
request 

http://www.westernpower.co.uk/Innovation/Contact-us-and-more/Project-Data.aspx
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12 Planned Implementation 

The business case for LV Connect and Manage was re-visited at the end of the project and two 
primary streams of benefits were identified: 

1. The value to customers of having their LCT connection onto the network expedited by a
connect-and-manage mechanism. Whilst it is intangible to quantify the value of the
customer experience and satisfaction if the electricity network is not being a barrier to the
installation of their LCTs, the cost of inconvenience can be quantified. For example, if an
EV customer has a dual-tariff but, due to network restrictions, for the first six months of
ownership can only charge their car at work (peak tariff and administration) and not at
home (off-peak), this could cost the customer an additional £300 in electricity bills (based
on a 50-mile daily commute). A connect-and-manage intervention that costs less than £300
would, in this case, potentially be attractive to the customer.

2. The benefit to WPD (and other UK DNOs) of mitigating the risk of power outages when
clusters of LCTs reach such a level that assets are overloaded and electrical faults occur. In
this case, there is an established mechanism for monetising the cost of customer
interruptions (CIs) and customer minutes lost (CLMs), and the cost (financial and carbon)
of alternative mitigations such as deploying emergency diesel generators whilst the
network faults is repaired.

As part of the project close down activities, the Innovation Team has disseminated the outcomes 
of LV Connect and Manage to key stakeholders across its business and work is currently underway 
to specify how WPD will make use of the DLC box and the triggers that will result in deployment of 
the Connect and Manage intervention.  

In addition, WPD commissioned a piece of market research to assess customers’ perceptions of 
managed charging / discharging and, in particular, their willingness to accept short-term managed 
control for expedited LCT connections and to mitigate the risk of street-wide power outages (due 
to overloads from the clustering effect of LCTs). This work concluded that, with the reasons 
articulated in an accessible way to WPD’s customers, up to 7 in every 10 existing EV owners would 
be willing to accept the retrofit of a DLC box within their homes (and without a further incentive 
needed) to mitigate the risk of a street-wide power outage (which would result in them not being 
able to charge their car at all). It is anticipated that the acceptance of a DLC-type intervention by 
new LCT customers could be even higher particularly if managed charging is mandated for all new 
connections.    

Whilst the technology has been proven, there are still some issues to be addressed before the LV 
Connect and Manage intervention can be implemented as part of WPD’s Business-as-Usual 
activities:  

1. Government policy and legislation needs to be in place empower DNOs to intervene, giving
them the option to deploy a DLC box-type solution within customers’ homes if network
assets are at risk of overload and the level of LCT uptake on a particular distribution
substation puts every customer on that substation at risk of power cuts;

2. Standardisation of control interfaces and performance of LCTs by manufacturers to
guarantee interoperability of LCTs; and

3. The development of alternative communications and control paths to LCTs, alongside
mobile communications, to provide dual redundancy (for example, via the auxiliary load
switch of smart metering infrastructure).
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13 Other Comments 

WPD would like to express its thanks to the various parties that contributed to this project’s 
success: 

 The residents of West Bridgford participating in the EV trials;

 The residents of Furzton participating in the battery/energy storage trials;

 Nortech Management Limited;

 The Dairy;

 The Big Wheel;

 Stratford Energy Solutions; and

 EV Charging Solutions.

14 Contact 

Further details on replicating the project are available from the following point of contact: 

Future Networks Team  
Western Power Distribution,  
Pegasus Business Park, Herald Way,  
Castle Donington, Derbyshire  
DE74 2TU  
Email: wpdinnovation@westernpower.co.uk 

mailto:wpdinnovation@westernpower.co.uk
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Glossary 

Abbreviation Term 

AC Alternating Current 

ANM Active Network Management 

APN Access Point Name 

BPL Broadband-over-Powerline 

CIRED International Conference on Electricity Distribution 

DLC Domestic Load Controller 

DNO Distribution Network Operator 

DSO Distribution System Operator 

DNP3 Distributed Network Protocol 3.0 

EV Electric Vehicle 

FiT Feed-in Tariff 

FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 

IET The Institution of Engineering and Technology 

I/O Input / Output 

LCNI Low Carbon Networks and Innovation 

LCT Low Carbon Technology 

LV Low Voltage 

MCB Mini Circuit Breaker 

MP Member of Parliament 

NIA Network Innovation Allowance 

NMS Network Management System 

OCPP Open Charge Point Protocol 

PSR Priority Services Register 

PV Photovoltaic 

RTU Remote Terminal Unit 

SSEN Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks 
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Abbreviation Term 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

UK United Kingdom 

UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply 

VPN Virtual Private Network 

V2G Vehicle to Grid 

WPD Western Power Distribution 

3G Third Generation (Mobile Network) 

4G Fourth Generation (Mobile Network) 
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Appendix A: The LV Connect and Manage FMEA 

Appendix B: Customer Engagement Plan 

Appendix C: Data Protection Strategy 

Appendix D: LCNI 2017 Dissemination Presentation 

Appendix E: CIRED 2018 Workshop Paper 

Appendix F: Balancing Act 2018 

Appendix G: CIRED 2019 Conference Paper 

Appendix H: MPs Visiting Furzton 

Appendix I: Industry-wide Dissemination at the IET 2019 

Appendix J: WPD’s EV Strategy 

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72130
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72133
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72106
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72109
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72112
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72115
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72118
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72121
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72124
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/72127
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1
• Define system components


2
• Define system communications


3
• Analyse potential failures, risks and causes


4
• Analyse the impact and effect on the system


5
• Identify severity of risk and commensurate mitigation


6
• Design mitigation into product


Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)


www.nortechonline.co.uk
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


1. Data Centre / DC 
equipment failure
- Power cut
- Internet
- Fire
- Burgulary
- Firewall misconfiguration


Loss of central system Two data centres
Data centre mitigations 
(redundant power supplies, 
CCTV etc.) -> Pulsant


Graceful degradation in Envoy 
in DLC box -> Nortech


Change control process -> 
Nortech


2. PPC NMS Failure
- Upgrade, misconfiguration


Loss of monitoring of 
comms


Unable to commission 
system


Tolerate if data is still coming 
through -> Nortech


Understand recovery times 
etc. -> PPC to provide
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


3. iHost ANM Engine does 
not function
- Aborted upgrade
- Software bug
- Misconfiguration 
- Planned maintenance


- Mal-operation


Loss of monitoring data 
and central control 


- Potential constraint of 
generator


- All ANM schemes could 
be affected


Unexpected behaviour


Dual redundancy of ANM 
servers -> WPD
Build failsafe controls into 
Envoy (potentially model or 
monitor locally) -> Nortech
iHost / Windows rolling 
upgrades -> Nortech
Training on system usage
Setting up access controls
-> Nortech
Robust testing, credible 
operating control limits in 
Envoy (Nortech)
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


4. LV substation monitor 
failure


Loss of constraint point 
monitoring


Receive bad quality data


- iHost backfills / data 
processing


- Sliding window (stabilises 
system)


- Data extrapolation (to 
worst case, characterising 
tx load changes)


- Constrain devices off the 
system


-> Nortech


5. BPL comms system failure 
(or not working)


Loss of visibility of the 
system


- Dual redundant 
communications


- Use different SIM card 
provider for LV s/s (WL) 
and DLC (EsEye)


-> Nortech
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


6. iHost – Envoy (DLC)  
communications fail


Loss of system control - Heart beat
-> Nortech
- Bench testing
-> Nortech
- Graceful degradation
-> Nortech
- Dual-redundant 


communications / auto
failover from BPL to GPRS


-> Nortech
- Constrain and do not relax 


until iHost comms restored
-> Nortech
- Deploy controls into Envoy
-> Nortech
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


7. EV – Envoy connectivity
- EV not plugged in
- RFID card required 


Loss of control
Customer cannot charge 
the vehicle


Disable RFID
Set default to safe operation 
in EV devices


8. PV/Battery – Connectivity
- Lead unplugged


Loss of control
Customer cannot self-
consume power


Set default to safe operation 
in EV devices


9. Loss of power to LV 
substation box


Loss of communications - Power from multiple 
feeders / phases


- Parallel up power supplies


10. Loss of power to DLC box
- Power supply failure
- AC network fault / power 


cut


Loss of DLC box control
Loss of monitoring
Likely EV / PV is off as well


- Power DLC box from same 
circuit as EV / PV connection
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


11. Unexpected system 
behaviour (e.g. firmware 
update to EV / PV system)
- Web sockets set to ms
monitoring
- Third party access to 
system 


System does not behave as 
expected


Unable to plan usage of LV 
substation SIM 


Limit third party access to 
read-only


Systems in place to control 
access


Understand system behaviour


12. Data overage Lack of bandwidth
V. High sim card bills


Data requirements


Monitor BPL usage and SIM 
card usage (plot as a graph in 
iHost)


13. Ethernet switch in DLC 
box fails


EV / PV is no longer 
controllable 


Build fail-safes into 
technologies
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


14. Data is not synchronised Algorithm does not 
function as desired


Add NTP server function to 
iHost
Envoy timestamps


Design time synchronisation 
into system based on a single 
point of truth


15. Failed firmware update 
to Envoy


Mass failure in system Test firmware updates, 
release in batches


16. LV s/s box commissioned 
incorrectly


Loss of monitoring data See FMEA item #4
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


17. Equipment location is 
recorded incorrectly


- PPC equipment wrong 
location


- Envoy equipment 
appears to be installed 
in wrong location


- Build record keeping into 
commissioning process


- Monitor device serial 
numbers


18. GUI / NMS function fails


- User inadvertently switches 
off system


Loss of central control Build failsafe controls into 
Envoy (potentially model or 
monitor locally) -> Nortech


19. Envoy in DLC box fails Loss of control of EV / PV Build defaults into EV / PV
Fix Envoy
Control algorithm moves 
device to ‘uncontrolled’ state
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FMEA Summary
Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


20. Thermal overload / 
voltage overload


Equipment damage, injury 
to personnel


Control algorithm


Fallback protection


21. Customer gains access to 
IT / Comms network


- Internet access
- Malicious activity


- Firewall rules in Reading
- No internet access on SIM 


card
- Security authentications
- Micro-switch inside DLC 


box
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1. Introduction 


1.1 Statement of compliance 


The LV Connect and Manage Customer Engagement Plan has been prepared in compliance 
with the Customer Protection requirements as laid out in the Electricity Network Innovation 
Allowance (NIA) Governance Document. 


This document has been submitted to Ofgem at least two months prior to initiating any 
form of engagement with Relevant Customers. It sets out how WPD, its Project Partner 
Nortech Management Limited (NML) and contractors will engage with, or impact upon, 
Relevant Customers as part of the project. 


WPD, NML and its contractors will: 


 Not initiate any form of engagement with Relevant Customers until the plan has 
been approved by Ofgem; 


 Comply with the approved plan at all times; 


 Not visit a premises of any Customer for sales or marketing activities in connection 
with, in the context of or otherwise under the guise of the project; and 


 Have regard to the implementation of the smart meter roll-out in the geographical 
areas (Nottingham and Milton Keynes) relevant to the Project to ensure that the 
Project does not impede the implementation of the roll-out in any way. 


The approved document will be published on WPD’s website and the Learning Portal, 
making it readily available. 


If WPD’s approach to Customer Engagement alters, we will submit a revised plan to Ofgem. 


The compliance to the NIA Governance Data Protection Requirements has been addressed 
in a separate document.   


1.2 Project overview 


LV Connect and Manage is a collaborative project being delivered by Western Power 
Distribution (WPD), Nortech Management Limited (NML) and Power Plus Communications 
(PPC), together with an electrical contractor and customer engagement contractor (to be 
appointed as part of the project mobilisation phase). Over a 3-year period, WPD, its partner 
NML and equipment/service contractors will be developing and trialling a smart solution for 
the connection of photovoltaics (PV) with energy storage and, separately, fast chargers for 
electric vehicles (EVs). 


The project organogram is given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – LV Connect and Manage organogram 


The active network management (ANM) system, being developed in this project, will allow 
customers to connect larger-than-conventional capacities of low carbon technologies (LCTs) 
to the distribution network whilst safe-guarding WPD’s assets (cables and transformers) 
from overloads and voltage excursions. This provides benefits for WPD and its customers. 


The project is based in Nottingham and Milton Keynes, in WPD’s East Midlands Licence 
Area, and will involve residential customers in suburban locations. 


Western Power Distribution is the consortium lead, project sponsor and will support the on-
going engagement of customers (as well as dealing with customer queries or complaints) 
through its well established customer service channels. 


Nortech Management Limited is supporting WPD with the project delivery and is providing 
the ANM control equipment for the trials. PPC is the communications solution provider for 
the ANM system. As part of this project, the control and communications equipment will be 
integrated into a “domestic load control (DLC) unit” and deployed within customers’ 
premises. 


Figures 2a and 2b show the DLC arrangement within customers’ homes for the EV fast 
charger and PV/storage solutions respectively. 


During the mobilisation phase of the project, one or more Customer Engagement 
contractors will be appointed. Their role will be to recruit customers into the trial, 
disseminate information, support WPD with the on-going communications and deal with 
queries / complaints as they arise. The role profile is outlined in Appendix A. In addition, an 
Electrical Contractor will also be appointed during project mobilisation. Their role will be to 
install the ANM equipment within customers’ premises. 


 


Ben Godfrey
WPD


Samuel Jupe
Nortech (PM)


PPC
(Communications supplier)


Nortech 
ANM supplier


Battery and inverter 
supplier


EV charge point 
supplier


Customer Engagement 
Supplier 1


Customer Engagement 
Supplier 2


Electrical Contractor 
Supplier 1


Electrical Contractor 
Supplier 2


Richard Belcher
Nortech (APM)
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Figure 2a – Scope of works for DLC unit and EV fast charger installation 


 


The ANM solution for EV connections will be deployed at up to 50 customers’ homes and 
three distribution substations in Nottingham. The ANM solution for the solar-battery 
connections will be deployed at up to 50 customers’ homes and three distribution 
substations in Milton Keynes. 


This project will enable WPD to evaluate solutions for the integration of LCTs into LV 
distribution networks. 


More detailed information can be found in the project registration document: 


http://www.smarternetworks.org/         
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Customer s LV Distribution Board
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charge
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LV power 
supply


LV power 
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LV power supplies to customer s existing electrical 
equipment (lighting etc.)



http://www.smarternetworks.org/
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Figure 2b – Scope of works for DLC unit and PV battery storage installation 
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2. Communications Strategy 


2.1 Interaction with Relevant Customers 


2.1.1 Proposed interactions with customers and their premises 


LV Connect and Manage will involve interactions with up to 100 Relevant Customers. The 
interaction process is illustrated in Figure 3. 


 
Figure 3 – Customer interaction steps 


As part of the trial, a DLC unit will be installed in customers’ premises. Details of supply 
interruptions are given in Section 2.1.2. 


Step 1 


•Leaflet campaign providing information 


•Inviting customers to express interest 


•This will be carried out by the Customer Engagement contractor 


Step 2 


•Face-to-face meetings 


•Survey property and evaluate their feasibility as trial participants 


•Door-to-dorr knocking and customer engagement events at local facilities 


•This will be carried out by the Customer Engagement contractor 


Step 3 


•Arrange installation at times convenient to the customer 


•This will be carried out by the Electrical contractor 


Step 4 


•Install the DLC equipment (DLC unit + EV fast charge point or PV battery 
storage) 


•This will be carried out by the Electrical contractor 


Step 5 


•Survey the customer, ascertain their experience 


•Feedback to project delivery team and Electrical contractor to refine their 
process 


•This will be carried out by the Customer Engagement contractor 
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2.1.2 Interruptions to supply 


The scope of LV Connect and Manage is to carry out works that only affect individual 
consenting customers. Customers that are not involved in LV Connect and Manage will not 
be affected by the project works and will not experience any interruptions to their supply.  


The project will involve the augmentation of customers’ domestic wiring to integrate the LV 
Connect and Manage control/communications equipment. Depending on the customers’ 
existing distribution board, this work can be carried out without any interruption to supply. 
Where it has not been possible to eliminate supply interruption by design, WPD’s normal 
procedure for informing customers of supply interruptions will be followed (which includes 
checking the Priority Services Register). In some circumstances, for example when installing 
the EV fast charge point, there may be short term interruptions (up to 30 minutes) to a 
customer’s supply. 


In advance of installations, customers will be advised they may experience a short 
interruption and their consent will be sought. This will be indicated in the information pack 
and will be explained to the customer by the Customer Engagement contractor during the 
engagement/recruitment process. WPD’s standard leaflet for informing customers of supply 
interruptions is included in Appendix B. The installation works will be scheduled to take 
place at a convenient time to minimise any disruption to customers. Contingency plans will 
come into effect if planned interruptions exceed the notified time. 


Equipment installations within domestic dwellings will be of a standard type (with necessary 
standard approvals). However, to further de-risk the installation process, WPD plans to carry 
out test installations and training sessions at a depot. 


Using WPD’s standard techniques, the installation of distribution substation monitoring 
equipment will not result in interruptions to customers’ supplies. 


2.1.3 Notification process 


WPD does not envisage there will be widespread interruptions to customers’ supplies as 
part of LV Connect and Manage. 


Electricians visiting customers’ premises will notify them at least a fortnight in advance and 
confirm a convenient timeslot (e.g. morning or afternoon) for the installation works to take 
place. As part of the preparatory information and in case customers’ plans change, they will 
be given a hotline number for the electrician. 


2.2 On-going communications 


WPD understands that keeping customers informed is vital to its reputation and the success 
of the project. Maintaining engagement with customers is key for gathering learning and 
feeding it back into dissemination activities. 


For example, following the first few installations of the LV Connect and Manage DLC units, 
the Customer Engagement contractor will contact the customers, proactively seek assess 
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the effectiveness of the installation process and feed this back to the Electrical contractor 
carrying out the installation works. 


Customers registering their interest in the trial will be kept informed of the project through 
leaflets, monthly newsletters, face-to-face contact, dissemination events, email bulletins 
and the project website. WPD plans to have a survey facility and will work with the 
Customer Engagement contractor to create a social media forum where trial participants 
can discuss experiences and post questions to the project delivery team.  


On completion of the trials, equipment will be removed from customers’ premises or left in 
place, if the customer has elected for this option. In the case of customers retaining the 
equipment, they will take on the responsibility for ownership and maintenance.  


Any queries or complaints will be dealt with as per Section 2.3.   


2.3 Arrangements for responding to queries or complaints 


2.3.1 Telephone, email and face-to-face 


Building on lessons learnt from WPD’s and other DNOs’ previous projects, contact details for 
WPD (including telephone numbers and email addresses) will be included on the publicity 
leaflets and information materials being used to engage customers. WPD complaints line is 
0800 055 6833. WPD’s complaint email address is complaints@westernpower.co.uk. 
Emergency contact details will also be included on a label fixed to the DLC unit installed in 
customers’ homes, as shown in Figure 4. 


 


 
Figure 4 – DLC unit label 


 


Domestic Load Control Unit


Property of Western Power Distribution


In case of emergency contact 
WPD on 0800 6783 105 



mailto:complaints@westernpower.co.uk
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Customer queries and complaints will be handled via WPD’s established and effective 
channels (for example via the Customer Call Centre) and reported in accordance with the 
RIIO-ED1 Regulatory Instructions and Guidance: Annex H - Customer Service. The project 
team will provide training materials for the Call Centre as part of the mobilisation phase of 
the project. 


WPD also plans to pre-empt queries by producing an FAQ in conjunction with the Customer 
Engagement contractor. 


All complaints or enquiries will be dealt with within 14 days. If the complaint is deemed to 
be of a serious nature, the project team will respond more rapidly – a contingency measure 
will be put in place for WPD’s electrical contractor (Haste) to be on hand for 24-hour call out 
to fix domestic wiring faults. 


The project will supply the Electrical contractor with a stock of spare parts in case the need 
for replacement arises.   


2.3.2 Website 


More detailed information on the project is available on WPD’s website: 


http://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/ 


 


  



http://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/
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3. Priority Service Register Customers 


For this project, WPD will not actively target any customers on the Priority Services Register 
(PSR) during the recruitment process. However, WPD acknowledges that some PSR 
customers may contact us to participate in the trial, if they become aware of the project 
through general media-based and other dissemination channels. In such cases, the 
implications of the trial will be explained in full. If the customer remains committed to 
participate, WPD will carefully consider their involvement on an individual basis. WPD will 
carry out a suitable risk assessment as part of the project design, and prior to installation, to 
ensure that no customer is put at additional risk. 


WPD will also take the opportunity, during the customer engagement process, to raise 
customers’ awareness of the PSR. These details are included on the Interruptions to Supply 
leaflet in Appendix B. 
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4. Safety Information 


All equipment within the DLC unit will bear a CE mark, demonstrating it complies to the 
relevant standards. The DLC enclosures will be ingress protection IP-rated for outdoor use 
and padlocked (allowing access only by WPD or its contracted electricians). 


On completion of the installations, customers will be briefed on the installed equipment, 
contact numbers and the escalation process, should further issues arise. 


All equipment for the LV Connect and Manage trials (DLC units, battery storage units, EV 
charge points) will be installed in accordance with British Standard BS 7671 "Requirements 
for Electrical Installations. IET Wiring Regulations.". In addition, the EV charge points will be 
installed in compliance with the “IET Code of Practice for Electric Vehicle Charging 
Equipment Installation”. This will ensure that the customers are not exposed to live wires 
and the equipment is suitably earthed.   


As part of the customer engagement process, customers’ premises will be surveyed and the 
most suitable location for the LV Connect and Manage equipment will be discussed with 
them. During this process, access requirements will be assessed and any 
limitations/restrictions/risks will be identified. For example, if the customer owns dogs (or 
other potentially erratic animals), suitable measures will be put in place to control the dogs 
during the customer engagement / equipment installation process. This will build on WPD’s 
existing processes and business-as-usual practices for interfacing with customers.  


The electrical contractor will carry out a risk assessment as part of the installation process. 
This will identify any key risks and the control measures to put in place to manage the risks. 
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5. Obtaining Customer Consent 


The LV Connect and Manage project will trial new technologies for the monitoring and 
control of solar/battery and EV fast charge point installations at customers’ premises. The 
control of these LCTs will take place in real-time based on actual voltage / current 
measurements. Customers participating in the trials will be expected to give full consent for 
their equipment to be controlled. As part of the trial, this behaviour may need to be 
incentivised. However, longer term it is expected that customers will recognise the value of 
the LV Connect and Manage intervention through a reduced connection charge (compared 
to traditional network reinforcement). 


All customers registering their interest to participate in the trials will be given a 
comprehensive pack of information (covering aspects such as the installation process, the 
equipment to be installed and how it functions, contact numbers in case of queries and the 
benefits of trial participation). Prior to selection for trial participation, customers will be 
asked to complete a consent form, which confirms they have received and read the 
information and understood the implications of trial participation. At this stage, we may 
seek additional consents to take photos of the installation process, participating customers 
and use any feedback (written or verbal) as part of the project dissemination activities. 


This document outlines the engagement process. The Data Protection Strategy will outline 
what personal data will be collected for the project, how this personal data will be used, 
how consent will be obtained, ownership of personal data, PSR customers and managing 
their personal data, retention of personal data and the overall data management process. 


The project delivery team will seek re-confirmation of customer consent in the event that 
there are material changes to the details contained within the Customer Engagement Plan 
and Data Protection Strategy documents. In this case, the changes will be made explicit to 
customers and they will be asked to completed amended consent forms. 


Example consent forms are contained in Appendix C for the respective EV fast charger and 
solar/battery storage trial areas. 
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Appendix A – Profile of the Customer Engagement contractor role 


The profile of the Customer Engagement contractor role is outlined below. 
 


• Based in the locality of customers to be engaged; 
• The target is to recruit up to 50 customers (households) for electric vehicle trials 


in Nottingham; 
• The target is to recruit up to 50 customers (households) for PV/storage trials in 


Milton Keynes; 
• Produce a plan for engaging with customers and recruiting them into the trials; 
• Produce marketing materials to attract customers to participate in trials 


(including leaflets, Frequently Asked Questions sheets, website material); 
• Face-to-face door knocking to recruit customers; 
• Support on-going communications (e.g. host an on-line forum; survey 


participants pre-trial, during trial and post-trial); 
• Feedback success of installations to project delivery team (this will be used to 


provide feedback to the installation contractors as needed); 
• Support WPD with responding to queries and complaints; 
• Organise and host customer engagement and dissemination events (likely to be 


three events); 
• Have a suitable data protection policy in place; 
• Prior experience interacting with consumers; 


 
The LV Connect and Manage project team is looking to appoint a Customer Engagement 
contractor / contractors by September 2016. Subject to the approval of the Customer 
Engagement Plan, they will be tasked with recruiting customers into the trials by April 2017. 
An approved electrical contractor will carry out the installation works from April – 
September 2017. The equipment will be trialled in customers’ homes for 12 months and the 
project will conclude by March 2019.  
 
The project team is investigating various incentive options for engaging customers (for 
example, giving the customers the option to purchase the control equipment, after the trial, 
for a nominal fee). 
 
In parallel to Ofgem’s approval of this Engagement Plan, potential Customer Engagement 
Contractors will be identified and assessed for their suitability, based on the profile outlined 
above. 
 
The short-list of Customer Engagement contractors has already been identified and 
contacted. Several prospective companies, in each of the geographical trial locations, have 
been asked to provide quotations for the customer engagement works.  
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Appendix B – WPD’s standard supply interruption leaflet 
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Appendix C – Customer Trial Participation Consent Forms 


 


LV Connect and Manage: Customer Consent Form for Trial Participation 


 


Thank you for agreeing to take part in the LV Connect and Manage trials. Please read the 
information below carefully, sign and return the form to the installer. 


 


Background 


LV Connect and Manage aims to provide participating residents in [Nottingham / Milton 
Keynes] with a free [fast charge point for your electric vehicle / battery system for storing 
your PV electricity]. 


Western Power Distribution (your local distribution network operator) is leading the project 
supported by Nortech Management Limited, [electrical contractor] is installing the electrical 
equipment and the domestic load control (DLC) box, [customer engagement contractor] is 
coordinating customer engagement and Nortech Management Limited, together with 
Power Plus Communications, is providing the DLC technology. 


The project started in May 2016 and is due to end by March 2019. The equipment will be 
installed in your home during the period April – September 2017. The trial will run from the 
equipment installation date through to September 2018.      


 


Our Responsibilities 


 Provide and install the [EV fast charge point / battery system for your PV installation] 
together with the domestic load control (DLC) box, which will remain the property of 
WPD for the duration of the trial. 


 Maintain the domestic load control system for the duration of the trial. 


 Explain how the equipment works. 


 Remove the equipment at the end of the trial (unless you have expressed an interest 
to keep it). 


 Provide helplines for support: 


o For emergency information please call WPD on 0800 6783 105  


o For all other electrical enquiries call the WPD Customer Call Centre on 0800 
096 3080 


o For general enquiries related to the trial, please call [customer engagement 
contractor on XXXX] 
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Your Responsibilities 


 To participate in the trials for the duration outlined above. 


 Ensure care is taken when in the vicinity of the equipment to avoid damage. 


 Ensure access to your home for equipment installation and maintenance (via prior 
appointments). As a home-owner you will not be liable for any system maintenance 
or repair costs unless caused by wilful damage. 


 Customers participating in the trial will receive information about a web-based 
portal to access information about the project.  


 Subject to agreement, you may be able to keep the control equipment on 
completion of the trials. 


 If you move home during the course of the trials, you must contact WPD to arrange 
the removal of the equipment. 


 


Publicity 


With prior consent, some households will be invited to take part in project dissemination 
activities. 


 


Data Protection 


Your personal information will be held in a secure database and used in accordance with the 
Data Protection Act 1998. The LV Connect and Manage project will not disclose such 
information to any unauthorised person or party outside of the project delivery team. 


 


Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 


Signature: …………………………………………………………………………………… 


Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


Date: ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 


Installer Signature: …………………………………………………………………….. 
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DISCLAIMER 
Neither WPD, nor any person acting on its behalf, makes any warranty, express or implied, with respect to the use of any 
information, method or process disclosed in this document or that such use may not infringe the rights of any third party 
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1. Introduction 


1.1 Statement of compliance 


The LV Connect and Manage Data Protection Strategy has been prepared in compliance with 
the Customer Protection requirements as laid out in the Electricity Network Innovation 
Allowance (NIA) Governance Document. 


This document has been submitted to Ofgem at least two months prior to initiating any 
form of engagement with Relevant Customers. It sets out how WPD, its Project Partner 
Nortech Management Limited (NML) and contractors will collect and use any personal data 
of Relevant Customers as part of the project. 


WPD, NML and its contractors will: 


 Not initiate any form of engagement with Relevant Customers until the strategy has 
been approved by Ofgem; and 


 Comply with the approved strategy at all times. 


The approved document will be published on WPD’s website and the Learning Portal, 
making it readily available. 


If WPD’s approach to Data Protection alters, we will submit a revised strategy to Ofgem. 


The compliance to the NIA Governance Customer Engagement requirements has been 
addressed in a separate document.   


1.2 Project overview 


LV Connect and Manage is a collaborative project being delivered by Western Power 
Distribution (WPD), Nortech Management Limited (NML) and Power Plus Communications 
(PPC), together with an electrical contractor and customer engagement contractor (to be 
appointed as part of the project mobilisation phase). Over a 3-year period, WPD, its partner 
NML and equipment/service contractors will be developing and trialling a smart solution for 
the connection of photovoltaics (PV) with energy storage and, separately, fast chargers for 
electric vehicles (EVs). 


The project organogram is given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – LV Connect and Manage organogram 


The active network management (ANM) system, being developed in this project, will allow 
customers to connect larger-than-conventional capacities of low carbon technologies (LCTs) 
to the distribution network whilst safe-guarding WPD’s assets (cables and transformers) 
from overloads and voltage excursions. This provides benefits for WPD and its customers. 


The project is based in Nottingham and Milton Keynes, in WPD’s East Midlands Licence 
Area, and will involve residential customers in suburban locations. 


Western Power Distribution is the consortium lead, project sponsor and will support the on-
going engagement of customers (as well as dealing with customer queries or complaints) 
through its well established customer service channels. 


Nortech Management Limited is supporting WPD with the project delivery and is providing 
the ANM control equipment for the trials. PPC is the communications solution provider for 
the ANM system. As part of this project, the control and communications equipment will be 
integrated into a “domestic load control (DLC) unit” and deployed within customers’ 
premises. 


Figures 2a and 2b show the DLC arrangement within customers’ homes for the EV fast 
charger and PV/storage solutions respectively. 


During the mobilisation phase of the project, one or more Customer Engagement 
contractors will be appointed. Their role will be to recruit customers into the trial, 
disseminate information, support WPD with the on-going communications and deal with 
queries / complaints as they arise. The role profile is outlined in Appendix A. In addition, an 
Electrical Contractor will also be appointed during project mobilisation. Their role will be to 
install the ANM equipment within customers’ premises. 
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Figure 2a – Scope of works for DLC unit and EV fast charger installation 


 


The ANM solution for EV connections will be deployed at up to 50 customers’ homes and 
three distribution substations in Nottingham. The ANM solution for the solar-battery 
connections will be deployed at up to 50 customers’ homes and three distribution 
substations in Milton Keynes. 


This project will enable WPD to evaluate solutions for the integration of LCTs into LV 
distribution networks. 


More detailed information can be found in the project registration document: 


http://www.smarternetworks.org/         
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Figure 2b – Scope of works for DLC unit and PV battery storage installation 
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2. Data Protection Strategy 


2.1 Definition of personal data 


The Data Protection Act 1998 contains the following definitions of personal data: 


Personal Data is defined as any information which is capable of being used to identify a 
living individual. In addition to name, address and contact details, this could include 
individual preferences, transactional history, record of activities or travels, profiles or credit 
scores. 


Sensitive Personal Data is defined as any personal data that relates to any of the following: 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or similar beliefs, trade union 
membership, physical or mental health, sexual life, criminal convictions or proceedings. 


Data Subject is defined as the individual of which data is being disclosed or held. 


In order to engage with customers and achieve the project goals, the LV Connect and 
Manage project delivery team will collect some elements of personal data related to 
Customers. 


2.2 Collection of personal data 


The Customer Engagement Contractor will be looking to recruit up to 50 Customers for trial 
participation in each geographical location. (Up to 50 Customers in Nottingham for the EV 
trials and up to 50 Customers in Milton Keynes for the PV-battery storage trials, up to 100 
Customers in total). 


As part of the LV Connect and Manage mobilisation phase, the name, address and contact 
details of trial prospective participants will be collected together with any further details 
required for the solution design (such as their type of EV or solar inverters).  


Depending on the Customer Engagement Contractor appointed, the name and address of 
Customers selected for trial participation may already be held within their existing systems. 
Moreover, WPD already has the information relating to registered EV and PV connections in 
its customer records. 


Electrical generation, demand and storage data (electrical currents and voltages) will be 
monitored at individual customer’s premises and aggregated at a distribution substation 
level. The Customer Engagement Contractor will anonymise the personal details of 
customers so that their electrical data profiles cannot be linked to specific individuals. In 
addition, it is only the aggregated data that will be used for control decisions and retained. 
Following the anonymization and aggregation process, it will not be possible to identify the 
data related to individual customers.  


The architecture of the secure data collection and communication system is given in 
Appendix A. 
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2.3 Use of personal data 


Personal data will only be used by organisations within the LV Connect and Manage delivery 
team where it is absolutely necessary for achieving the project deliverables. The Customer 
Engagement Contractor will use names, addresses and contact details of trial participants 
for on-going communications. The Electrical Contractor(s) will require the names, addresses 
and contact details of trial participants to facilitate the installation of the LV Connect and 
Manage equipment.   


WPD and Nortech will use aggregated and anonymised data for developing the control 
approach, analysis purposes and for evaluating the effectiveness of the LV Connect and 
Manage solution.  


None of the project delivery team organisations will use data, disclosed as part of the 
project, outside of the project. 


Table 1 summarises the different data types, category, source, expected users and how the 
data will be used. 


Table 1 – LV Connect and Manage Data 


Data type Category Source Who will use data and how? 


Addresses of Customers with 
registered PV and EV 
connections 


 


Personal  WPD’s 
systems 


Who: WPD, Nortech and the 
Customer Engagement Contractor  
How: Identification of prospective 
trial participants 


Name, address and contact 
details of prospective and 
selected Customer 
participants 


Personal Customer 
engagement 
process 


Who:  Customer Engagement 
Contractor 
How: Customer recruitment for trials 
and on-going communications 
 
Who: Electrical Contractor 
How: Contacting customers to 
arrange equipment installations and 
removals 
 
Who: WPD 
How: Only in the case of emergency, 
where customers have contacted 
WPD to raise a concern 
 


Anonymised Customer details Non-
personal 


Customer 
Engagement 
Contractor 


Who: WPD and Nortech 
How: Solution design, analysis and 
evaluation 
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Data type Category Source Who will use data and how? 


Customer-specific EV / PV 
equipment details 


Personal Customer 
Engagement 
Process 


Who: Customer Engagement 
Contractor 
How: Collected and then anonymised 
for WPD and Nortech use 
 
Who: Electrical Contractor 
How: Customer-specific equipment 
installations 


Anonymised EV / PV 
equipment details 


Non-
personal 


Customer 
Engagement 
Contractor 


Who: WPD and Nortech 
How: Solution design, analysis and 
evaluation 


Anonymised electrical profiles 
of individual customers 


Non-
personal 


DLC unit  Who: WPD and Nortech 
How: Solution analysis and evaluation 


Aggregated electrical profiles 
of customers on a per-
substation basis 


Non-
personal 


Nortech  Who: WPD and Nortech 
How: Active network management, 
solution analysis and evaluation 


Customer feedback from trials Non-
personal 


Customer 
Engagement 
Process 


Who: WPD and Nortech 
How: Knowledge capture and 
dissemination 


 


2.4 Information provision to the Customer 


As part of the participant registration process, customer consent will be sought relating to 
the use of their contact details for equipment installations and on-going communications, 
and the anonymised use of their electrical data for active network management, analysis 
and evaluation. The planned use of this data will be explained to Customers, including which 
parties will access their data and why. 


The consent will be collected and stored by the Customer Engagement Contractor. 


Customers opting to participate in the trial will be asked to sign a Customer Agreement 
Letter. An example is given in Appendix B.  


2.5 Obtaining Priority Service Register Customers’ personal data 


Potential participants will be cross-checked with WPD’s Priority Services Register (PSR). 
Participant data will be matched with the PSR primarily based on addresses and in 
exceptional circumstances, where this is insufficient to match them, then name data will 
also be provided.  


For this project, WPD will not actively target any customers on the Priority Services Register 
(PSR) during the recruitment process. However, WPD acknowledges that some PSR 
customers may contact us to participate in the trial, if they become aware of the project 
through general media-based and other dissemination channels. In such cases, the 
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implications of the trial will be explained in full. If the customer remains committed to 
participate, WPD will carefully consider their involvement on an individual basis. WPD will 
carry out a suitable risk assessment as part of the project design, and prior to installation, to 
ensure that no customer is put at additional risk. 


WPD will also take the opportunity, during the customer engagement process, to raise 
customers’ awareness of the PSR. These details are included on the Interruptions to Supply 
leaflet in Appendix C. 


2.6 Ownership and retention of personal data 


The ownership and retention of data is summarised in Table 2.   


Table 2 – LV Connect and Manage Data: Ownership and retention 


Data type Category Owner Retention 


Addresses of Customers with 
registered PV and EV 
connections 


 


Personal  WPD WPD will retain data 
Nortech and the Customer 
Engagement Contractor will destroy 
data at the end of the project 
 


Name, address and contact 
details of prospective and 
selected Customer 
participants 


Personal Customer  Data will be retained securely for the 
duration of the project and then 
destroyed 
 


Anonymised Customer details Non-
personal 


WPD This information can be retained as it 
is non-personal in nature 
 


Customer-specific EV / PV 
equipment details 


Personal Customer  Data will be retained securely for the 
duration of the project and then 
destroyed 
 


Anonymised EV / PV 
equipment details 


Non-
personal 


WPD This information can be retained as it 
is non-personal in nature 
 


Anonymised electrical profiles 
of individual customers 


Non-
personal 


WPD This information can be retained as it 
is non-personal in nature 
 


Aggregated electrical profiles 
of customers on a per-
substation basis 


Non-
personal 


WPD This information can be retained as it 
is non-personal in nature 
 


Customer feedback from trials Non-
personal 


WPD This information can be retained as it 
is non-personal in nature 
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2.7 Management of personal data 


In-line with the NIA Governance Document, the LV Connect and Manage project team will 
adopt a “privacy by design” approach to the management of personal data, as advocated by 
the Information Commissioner’s Office. 


The principles of Data Protection have been considered, as shown in Table 3. 


Table 3 – LV Connect and Manage Data Protection principles 


Data Protection Principle Commentary 


1. “Personal data shall be processed fairly 
and lawfully and, in particular, shall not 
be processed unless-(a) at least one of 
the conditions in Schedule 2 is met, 
and (b) in the case of sensitive personal 
data, at least one of the conditions in 
Schedule 3 is also met”. 


Sensitive personal data for PSR Customers is held 
in an existing WPD database. This will not be 
shared. The condition within Schedule 2 that is met 
- the data is being shared for a valid business 
purpose. i.e. to pursue the legitimate interests of 
connecting customers to the network more 
efficiently. 


2. “Personal data shall be obtained only 
for one or more specified and lawful 
purposes, and shall not be further 
processed in any manner incompatible 
with that purpose or those purposes”. 


The purpose for which the data may be used by the 
contractors is clear and bounded by contractual 
arrangements. 


3. “Personal data shall be adequate, 
relevant and not excessive in relation 
to the purpose or purposes for which 
they are processed”. 


Personal data has been limited to that which is 
required to facilitate the demonstration of the LV 
Connect and Manage solution. 


4. “Personal data shall be accurate and, 
where necessary, kept up to date”. 


This is a requirement for the installation of 
equipment and on-going communication with 
Customers. 


5. “Personal data processed for any 
purpose or purposes shall not be kept 
for longer than is necessary for that 
purpose or those purposes”. 


Contractual clauses require the data to be returned 
or destroyed at the end of the project. 


6. “Personal data shall be processed in 
accordance with the rights of data 
subjects under this Act”. 


The data processing and sharing proposed in LV 
Connect and Manage is for the benefit of 
Customers and does not contravene their rights as 
Data Subjects. 


7. “Appropriate technical and 
organisational measures shall be taken 
against unauthorised or unlawful 
processing of personal data and 
against accidental loss or destruction 
of, or damage to, personal data”. 


Secure methods of data transfer and storage will 
be used and obligations placed on contractors to 
do the same. 
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Data Protection Principle Commentary 


8. “Personal data shall not be transferred 
to a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area unless that 
country or territory ensures an 
adequate level of protection for the 
rights and freedoms of data subjects in 
relation to the processing of personal 
data”. 


Data will remain within the EEA. 


 


Furthermore, Figure 3 shows the Data Protection steps in practice. 


 
Figure 3 – Data Protection in practice 


  


Step 1 


• WPD will provide the appointed Customer Engagement Contractor(s) 
with the details of Customers that have registered EV and PV 
connections in the respective trial areas 


Step 2 


• The Customer Engagement Contractor(s) will recruit up to 50 
Customers in each of the trial areas, anonymising details for the analysis 
team (WPD and Nortech). For example EV-1, Customer 1 in the electric 
vehicle trial. 


Step 3 


• The Customer Engagement Contractor(s) will pass on the contact 
details to the Electrical Contractor for arranging and carry out 
equipment installations. 


Step 4 


• During the trial, anonymsed electrical data will be collected by Nortech, 
communicated using secure and private networks and aggregated for 
control and analysis purposes. 


Step 5 


• All personal data (names, addresses, contact details) will be retained 
during the project but removed from Contractors' systems at the end of 
the project 
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Data Protection Strategy 


LV Connect and Manage 


Appendix A – Secure Data Collection and Communication 


The secure data collection and communication architecture is shown below. Data is 
transmitted over private networks with secure encryption techniques. 
 
Items marked in black are responsibility of WPD. 
Items marked in blue are responsibility of Nortech. 
Items marked in red are responsibility of PPC. 
 


internet


DLC Box


ENVOY


PPC BPL


DLC Box


ENVOY


PPC BPL


DLC Box


ENVOY


PPC BPL


DLC Box


ENVOY


PPC BPL


DLC Box


ENVOY


PPC BPLX X


Sites with BPL connectivity Sites without BPL connectivity


LV Sub Box


House House House House House


LV Substation


3G router


BPL Head 
End System


iHost PPC NMS


Nortech Private APN


Nortech / PPC / WPD users


VPN


LV deviceLV device LV device LV device LV device


ENVOY


SIM SIM


SIM


Virtual ServerVirtual Server


HTTPS 
access to 
iHost


VPN link to 
PPC vServer


PPC Tech Support


HW server located in secure UK 
datacentre (rack, UPS etc.)


BPL 
Repeater


There will be 6 LV substation boxes supplied for 
the trial locations (3 per location) and an 
additional 4 LV sub boxes provided for testing 
(2xWPD, 1xPPC, 1xNortech)


The number of repeaters (if 
any) will be determined by PPC


Voltage 
Monitoring


There will be 100 DLC boxes 
supplied across the 2 trial locations 
in addition DLC boxes will be 
supplied for testing (2xWPD, 
1xNortech, 1xPPC)
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Data Protection Strategy 


LV Connect and Manage 


Appendix B – Customer Trial Participation Consent Forms 


 


LV Connect and Manage: Customer Consent Form for Trial Participation 


 


Thank you for agreeing to take part in the LV Connect and Manage trials. Please read the 
information below carefully, sign and return the form to the installer. 


 


Background 


LV Connect and Manage aims to provide participating residents in [Nottingham / Milton 
Keynes] with a free [fast charge point for your electric vehicle / battery system for storing 
your PV electricity]. 


Western Power Distribution (your local distribution network operator) is leading the project 
supported by Nortech Management Limited, [electrical contractor] is installing the electrical 
equipment and the domestic load control (DLC) box, [customer engagement contractor] is 
coordinating customer engagement and Nortech Management Limited, together with 
Power Plus Communications, is providing the DLC technology. 


The project started in May 2016 and is due to end by March 2019. The equipment will be 
installed in your home during the period April – September 2017. The trial will run from the 
equipment installation date through to September 2018.      


 


Our Responsibilities 


 Provide and install the [EV fast charge point / battery system for your PV installation] 
together with the domestic load control (DLC) box, which will remain the property of 
WPD for the duration of the trial. 


 Maintain the domestic load control system for the duration of the trial. 


 Explain how the equipment works. 


 Remove the equipment at the end of the trial (unless you have expressed an interest 
to keep it). 


 Provide helplines for support: 


o For emergency information please call WPD on 0800 6783 105  


o For all other electrical enquiries call the WPD Customer Call Centre on 0800 
096 3080 


o For general enquiries related to the trial, please call [customer engagement 
contractor on XXXX] 
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Data Protection Strategy 


LV Connect and Manage 


 


 


Your Responsibilities 


 To participate in the trials for the duration outlined above. 


 Ensure care is taken when in the vicinity of the equipment to avoid damage. 


 Ensure access to your home for equipment installation and maintenance (via prior 
appointments). As a home-owner you will not be liable for any system maintenance 
or repair costs unless caused by wilful damage. 


 Customers participating in the trial will receive information about a web-based 
portal to access information about the project.  


 Subject to agreement, you may be able to keep the control equipment on 
completion of the trials. 


 If you move home during the course of the trials, you must contact WPD to arrange 
the removal of the equipment. 


 


Publicity 


With prior consent, some households will be invited to take part in project dissemination 
activities. 


 


Data Protection 


Your personal information will be held in a secure database and used in accordance with the 
Data Protection Act 1998. The LV Connect and Manage project will not disclose such 
information to any unauthorised person or party outside of the project delivery team. 


 


Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 


Signature: …………………………………………………………………………………… 


Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………… 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


Date: ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 


Installer Signature: …………………………………………………………………….. 
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Appendix C – WPD’s standard supply interruption leaflet 
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OPEN LV


Customers


• New connections
• Upgrades
• Information
• Self Serve
• Products/Service
• Tariffs
• Communities


Operations


• Reliability
• Forecasting
• DSO
• DSR
• GBSO Interface
• Efficiency
• SHE and Security


Assets


• Telemetry
• Decision support
• Improved assets
• New assets
• Flexibility
• Automation
• Incident response


Future Networks Programme


Network and Customer Data


• Airborne Inspections
• AIRSTART1


• Telecoms Analysis
• Superconducting Cable
• SF6 Alternatives
• MVDC Test Lab
• Smart Energy Laboratory
• Statistical Ratings
• Primary Network Power Quality 


Analysis


• Hybrid Heat Pump Demonstration
• Hydrogen Heat & Fleet
• Carbon Tracing
• HV Voltage Control
• Solar Storage
• LV Connect and Manage
• Sunshine Tariff
• Electric Nation (formerly CarConnect)


• Industrial & Commercial Storage
• Smart Systems and Heat2


• DSO/SO Shared Services
• Project SYNC
• Project ENTIRE
• Smart Meter data for Network 


Operations
• Distribution Operability Framework
• Times Series Data Quality
• Voltage Reduction Analysis
• LV Connectivity
• Losses Investigation


Note: 1 – Funded by Aerospace Technology Institution; Note 2 – Funded by the Energy Systems Catapult


HARP
PLUGS AND 


SOCKETS


SMART 


ENERGY ISLES


NETWORK 


EQUILIBRIUM
EFFS



https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Network-Equilibrium.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Airborne-Inspections.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Global-Analysis-of-Smart-Grid-Telecommunications-S.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Superconducting-Cables.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Collaborations/Improved-Statistical-Ratings-for-Distribution-Over.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Carbon-Tracing.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/HV-Voltage-Control.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Solar-Storage.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/LV-Connect-and-Manage.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Sunshine-Tariff.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/CarConnect.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Industrial-Commercial-Storage.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/SYNC.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Project-ENTIRE.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Time-Series-Data-Quality.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/Voltage-Reduction-Analysis.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Network-Equilibrium.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/FlexDGrid.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/SoLa-Bristol.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/Low-Carbon-Hub.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/Network-Templates.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/Falcon.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Network-Equilibrium.aspx

https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Current-Projects/Network-Equilibrium.aspx





Low carbon technologies (LCT) connections on LV network:


Connection and Control of LCTs


• Trend for ‘clustering’


• Hard to predict and plan ahead reinforcement 


• Traditional reinforcement  is expensive and takes time


• Delayed customers’ connections 


• Reverse Power Flow (RPF) impact on distribution network







Connection and Control of LCTs


LV Connect & Manage outline


• £1.7m NIA project (April 2016 - March 2019)


• Ability to provide more power during non – peak hours


• Bi-directional power flow control via “Domestic Load Controller” (DLC) 


hardware


• Accelerate connection of LCTs (storage, EVs, heat pumps)


• Protect WPD assets from overload


• 6 distribution substations and 100 customers in Furzton, Milton Keynes 


(Energy Storages) and West Bridgford, Nottingham (EV chargers)







Connection and Control of LCTs


Objectives


The project objectives are to trial and demonstrate:


1. Smart ANM solution for LV network


2. Possibility of load management, as an alternative to network reinforcement


3. BPL communication - Broadband over powerline  (substation to customers’ homes)


4. New business processes, based on proven, off-the-shelf technology, which can be 
quickly and cost effectively deployed







Connection and Control of LCTs


Customer benefits
1. Intelligent interface to accelerate 


connection of LCTs (storage, 


EVs, heat pumps)


2. Avoid costly reinforcement 


3.    Reduced amount of street works


4. Provide flexibility to export more 


power during non – peak hours 


or/and use stored energy in ‘self 


consumption’ mode


5. Consume energy in more 


sustainable, environmentally 


friendly way. Reduce amount of 


CO2 emissions







Connection and Control of LCTs


Hereford depot trial installation


- Trial project solution in real life environment
- De-risk customers installations
- Develop business processes for substation installations







Connection and Control of LCTs


Hereford Depot: Testbed Architecture


LV Substation


(ANM System)


50kW PV


7kWh Battery


3.5kW Inverter


DLC Box


7.4kW EV 


Charge Point


DLC Box
DLC Box


Domestic Load Control Box –
incorporates modules for load
control and communication







Connection and Control of LCTs


LV substation
installation


Hereford depot trial installation







Connection and Control of LCTs


Hereford depot trial installation


Demonstration of PV/battery export 
control


Demonstration of EV charge 
control 


Customer side







Connection and Control of LCTs


Hereford depot trial installation


BPL commissioning







Connection and Control of LCTs


Solution Architecture 







Connection and Control of LCTs


Project roll out


• Control & monitoring equipment is installed in 6 distribution substations:


942197 GRASSCROFT BLETCHLEY (FURZTON)
942196 PARKSIDE FURZTON
942183 PERRACOMBE FURZTON


881417 WEST BRIDGFORD RUGBY ROAD
881418 WEST BRIDGFORD COMPTON ACRES
881089 WEST BRIDGFORD HAWTHORNE PARK


• Customers engagement activities:
- Customer engagement meetings
- Leaflets
- Social networks
- Customer engagement video 
- Website: www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk







Connection and Control of LCTs


Customer installations


- 38/50 sign-ups in Milton Keynes, 14 installations to date







Connection and Control of LCTs


Customer installations


- 27/50 sign-ups in Nottingham, 26 installations to date







Connection and Control of LCTs


Trials
Technical tests:
- Proven feasibility to manage EV charging rate (0-16-32A) via BPL/GSM
- Proven feasibility to manage rate of PV/Energy Storage discharge via BPL/GSM
- Auto failover of communications
- iHost demand / export management







Connection and Control of LCTs


Learning Outcomes 


✓ Proven feasibility to manage EV charging rate 
(0-16-32A) via BPL/GSM


✓ Proven feasibility to manage rate of PV/Energy
Storage discharge via BPL/GSM


✓ Supply chain technology changes, outside of the project’s control: 
Tesla PowerWall 1 → LG Chem


✓ Installation Appendix to existing policy de-risks substation installs


✓ BPL equipment very sensitive to network topology – highly likely we will need 
repeater stations to pass the BPL signal through customers’ distribution boards into 
the home (for technology controls) 


✓ Having a flexible approach (a willingness to adapt business processes etc.) is more 
likely to lead to successful innovation 
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ABSTRACT 


LV Connect and Manage is a low voltage network 


intervention that has been pioneered by Western Power 


Distribution (WPD) and Nortech Management Limited to 


facilitate the connection of domestic low carbon 


technologies (LCTs) such as electric vehicles, 


photovoltaics and heat pumps. The active network 


management solution allows WPD to control the bi-


directional power flow from and to clusters of LCTs. This 


means that the electricity network is not a barrier to 


customers adopting LCTs and WPD can manage the LCT 


connections in an active way, whilst network 


reinforcement takes place. LV Connect and Manage 


forms part of WPD’s strategy for transitioning from a 


Distribution Network Operator to a Distribution System 


Operator.  


INTRODUCTION 


Background 


Network reinforcement can be too expensive and too 
time-bound to respond to low carbon technology (LCT) 
connections on the LV network, particularly if rapid 
clustering occurs (such as with electric vehicles and PV 
installations) [1]. Due to uncertainties in volume, 
location and type of LV connections, it is not always 
possible or efficient for Western Power Distribution 
(WPD) to plan network reinforcement ahead of need. 
However, when the need does arise, network 
reinforcement (traditional intervention solution) can be 
too expensive and can take too long to deploy, delaying 
customers’ connections to the network. 
 
Technology for LV Active Network Management 
(ANM), which extends communications and controls 
beyond customers’ meters and is able to deal with bi-
directional power flows, is still unproven. There was a 
need-case for WPD to trial this type of solution in a low-
risk way, to assess whether or not LV ANM could be a 
viable alternative to network reinforcement. 


Project Overview 


LV Connect and Manage is a low voltage (LV) network 
intervention that has been pioneered by Western Power 
Distribution (WPD) and Nortech Management Limited 
(NML) to facilitate the connection of domestic low 
carbon technologies (LCTs) such as electric vehicles 
(EVs), photovoltaics (PV) and heat pumps. Using 
hardware and software developed by NML, the active 
network management solution allows WPD to control the 
bi-directional power flow from and to clusters of LCTs. 
This means that the electricity network is not a barrier to 
customers adopting LCTs and WPD can manage the LCT 
connections in an active way. 


 
LV Connect and Manage is funded by one of the UK’s 
regulatory mechanisms for innovation (known as the 
Network Innovation Allowance). The project has 
demonstrated that LV ANM can be used as a short-term 
measure, whilst network reinforcement takes place, to 
facilitate the timely connection of customers [2]. The 
solution can then be redeployed to another area when the 
need case arises. Moreover, the ANM solution provides 
a long-term alternative to network reinforcement in cases 
where the investment in traditional assets is not 
economically viable or due to other reasons (such as the 
disruption to customers) preventing reinforcement taking 
place. 
 
Three objectives were defined at the beginning of the 
project (in April 2016) to represent a successful outcome:  
 
1. Demonstration of the active management of low 


carbon technologies (energy storage and electric 
vehicles) by controlling load profiles and alleviating 
electricity network constraints. 


2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV 
ANM solution, which can be utilised by WPD and by 
other DNOs, more generally. 


3. Development of novel business processes for 
deploying ANM technologies into LV networks. 
(This included the specification and development of 
installation guides for the LV ANM technologies in 
WPD’s substations and customers’ homes). 


 
As described in the rest of this paper, over the past 18 
months, the project has delivered all three outcomes 
successfully. 


SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 


The novel architecture developed for the LV Connect and 
Manage system is given in Figure 1. This involves the 
deployment of communications and control 
infrastructure to allow LCTs to connect to the network in 
a timely manner and be managed in an active way. The 
key components of the architecture are: 
 
• Domestic Load Controller (DLC) Boxes; 
• LV Substation Monitors; and 
• A Centralised Software Platform (iHost). 


DLC Boxes 


The DLC boxes are compact devices that are installed in 
customers’ homes and integrate with their LCTs (battery 
inverter systems and EV charge points) allowing the 
power flows to be monitored and controlled in real time.  
The DLC boxes have failsafe functions in case of loss of 
communications. Figures 2 and 3 show example 
installations of the DLC box in customers’ homes 
controlling battery energy storage and EVs respectively. 



mailto:samuel.jupe@nortechonline.co.uk
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HTTPS 
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BPL Tech Support


Hardware server located in secure UK 
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BPL 
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Voltage 
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Figure 1: The novel architecture implemented for LV Connect and Manage 


 


 
Figure 2: Example installation of battery energy 


storage, smart inverter and Domestic Load 


Controller devices in a customer’s home 


 
Figure 3: Example installation of controllable EV 


fast charger (0 – 32A single phase) and Domestic 


Load Controller devices in a customer’s home 
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LV Substation Monitors 


The LV substation monitors, as seen in Figure 4, are 


devices that can be retrofitted into substations, which are 


upstream of the LCT clusters. The devices monitor 


substation busbar voltages, transformer and feeder bi-


directional power flows and these are reported with a 10s 


granularity.    


 


 
Figure 4: Example LV substation monitor 


Centralised Software Platform (iHost) 


iHost provides WPD with remote visibility of the 


aggregated LCT devices, including set points, power 


flows and device status alarms. In this deployment, the 


control algorithms are running on iHost in a central 


location. This allows the system to be readily ported from 


site-to-site and to scale as LCT clustering increases. 


LV ACTIVE NETWORK MANAGEMENT 


The LV ANM system works by limiting the power 
imported by EVs and exported by PV/battery systems at 
times of LV network congestion [3]. This keeps the 
network within technical limits for both thermal and 
voltage constraints. 


RESULTS 


The results of the LV Connect and Manage field trials are 


shown in Figures 5 and 6 for EV charge control and 


battery energy storage control respectively. 


 


Considering Figure 5, the blue trace represents the 


maximum charge set point (kW) for the customer’s 


electric vehicle (EV). The orange trace represents the 


charge power (kW) of the EV as it responds to the set 


points issued. From 14:53 to 15:38, manual set points 


were issued to the EV. From 15:38 onwards, the control 


was automated by monitoring power flows through the 


upstream LV substation and controlling the EV charge 


power according to the headroom available. The results 


of these trials show that the EV reliably responds to 


signals that throttle back the charge and then increase it 


when the substation constraint is relaxed. 


 


Considering Figure 6, the blue trace represents the 


maximum discharge set point for the customer’s battery 


energy storage system (W), the red trace represents the 


discharge power output (W) of the battery as it responds 


to the set points issued. The black trace shows the 


capacity of the battery (%), which can be read from the 


right-hand axis of the graph. 


 


 
Figure 5: Field trial results demonstrating the control of EV charging in customers’ homes 
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Figure 6: Field trial results demonstrating the control of battery energy storage devices in customers’ homes 


 


LESSONS LEARNT 


The following learning has resulted from the LV connect 


and Manage Project: 


 


1. It has proven feasible to manage EV charging rate 


(from 16 to 32A in 1A steps) via cellular 


communications; 


2. It has proven feasible to manage rate of PV/battery 


energy storage discharge via cellular 


communications;  


3. Moving forwards to wider-scale roll out, there are 


likely to be supply chain technology changes, which 


can be accommodated within the architecture but are 


outside of WPD’s immediate sphere of influence. In 


this project, both the battery technology and inverter 


technology evolved during the trial phase; 


4. The process for retrofitting substation monitors has 


been appended to an existing WPD policy. This 


transfers the knowledge and de-risks future substation 


installs; 


5. The Broadband over Powerline (BPL) equipment was 


found to be very sensitive to the LV network topology 


and electric noise. Repeater equipment was required 


to pass the BPL signal through customers’ 


distribution boards into the home (for technology 


control). It was not feasible to install repeater 


equipment in customers cut-outs and so it was 


concluded that this communications medium was not 


fit-for-purpose for the LV Connect and Manage 


application;  


6. Having a flexible approach (a willingness to adapt 


business processes etc.) is more likely to lead to 


successful innovation. 


CONCLUSION 


Over the past 18 months, the project has delivered all 
three objectives successfully:  
 
1. Demonstration of the active management of low 


carbon technologies (energy storage and electric 
vehicles) by controlling load profiles and alleviating 
electricity network constraints. 


2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV 
ANM solution, which can be utilised by WPD and by 
other DNOs, more generally. 


3. Development of novel business processes for 
deploying ANM technologies into LV networks. 
(This included the specification and development of 
installation guides for the LV ANM technologies in 
WPD’s substations and customers’ homes). 


NEXT STEPS 


LV Connect and Manage forms part of WPD’s strategy 
for transitioning from a Distribution Network Operator to 
a Distribution System Operator. 
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Overview


LV Connect and Manage


Background, Outline, Objectives and Benefits


Solution Architecture and DLC Box Design 


Hereford Depot: Equipment Installations and Trials


Site Selection, Customer Engagement and Customer Installations


Live Trials of LCT equipment in Customers’ Homes


Learning Outcomes, Dissemination Activities and Next Steps







Project Background


LV Connect and Manage


Low carbon technologies (LCT) connections on LV
network:


• Trend for clustering of LCTs


• Hard to predict and plan ahead reinforcement 


• Traditional reinforcement  is expensive and takes 
time


• Delayed customers’ connections 


• Reverse Power Flow (RPF) impact on distribution 
network







Project Outline


LV Connect and Manage


• £1.7m NIA project (April 2016 - March 2019)


• Ability to provide more power during non – peak hours


• Bi-directional power flow control via “Domestic Load Controller” (DLC) hardware


• Accelerate connection of LCTs (storage, EVs, heat pumps)


• Protect WPD assets from overload


• 6 distribution substations and 100 customers in Furzton, Milton Keynes (Energy 
Storage) and West Bridgford, Nottingham (EV Chargers)







Project Objectives


LV Connect and Manage


1. Smart ANM solution for LV networks


2. Load management as an alternative to network 
reinforcement


3. BPL communication - Broadband over powerline  


(substation into customers’ homes)


4. New business processes, which can be quickly and cost 
effectively deployed







Customer Benefits


LV Connect and Manage


1. Intelligent interface to accelerate connection of LCTs
(storage, EVs, heat pumps)


2. Avoid costly reinforcement


3. Reduced amount of street works


4. Provide flexibility to export more power during non –
peak hours or/and use stored energy in ‘self
consumption’ mode


5. Consume energy in more sustainable,
environmentally friendly way, reducing amount of
CO2 emissions







Solution Architecture 


LV Connect and Manage
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Domestic Load Controller (DLC) Box Design


LV Connect and Manage


Envoy RTU 
(controller)


Project-specific 
communications 


modem (BPL)


Ethernet hub
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Hereford Depot Trial Installations


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Trial project solution in real life environment


▪ De-risked customers installations


▪ Develop business processes for substation installations







Hereford Depot: Testbed Architecture


LV Connect and Manage


LV Substation


(ANM System)


50kW PV


7kWh Battery


3.5kW Inverter


DLC Box


7.4kW EV 


Charge Point


DLC Box


DLC Box
Domestic Load Control Box –
incorporates modules for load
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Hereford Depot Trial Installation (Part 1)


LV Connect and Manage


LV substation installation







Hereford Depot Trial Installation (Part 2)


LV Connect and Manage


Customer side


PV/battery export limitation EV charge import limitation 







Hereford Depot Trials


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Technical tests:
▪ Proved feasibility to manage EV charging rate (0-16-32A) via BPL/GSM


▪ Proved feasibility to manage rate of PV/Energy Storage discharge via BPL/GSM


▪ Tested auto failover of communications


▪ Confirmed iHost demand / export management







Hereford Depot Trials: EV Charge Management 
(Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage
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Hereford Depot Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management 
(Export Limitation) 


LV Connect and Manage







Site Selection and Customer Engagement


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Control & monitoring equipment is installed in 6 distribution substations:


▪ Customers engagement activities:
▪ Customer engagement meetings


▪ Leaflets


▪ Social networks


▪ Customer engagement video


▪ Website: www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk


942197 GRASSCROFT BLETCHLEY (FURZTON)
942196 PARKSIDE FURZTON
942183 PERRACOMBE FURZTON


881417 WEST BRIDGFORD RUGBY ROAD
881418 WEST BRIDGFORD COMPTON ACRES
881089 WEST BRIDGFORD HAWTHORNE PARK



http://www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk/





Project Equipment Installations in Customers’ Homes


LV Connect and Manage


Domestic Load 
Controller (DLC) box


Charge point 
under control


Consumer unit
External GSM 


antenna







Customer Installations: Milton Keynes Clusters


LV Connect and Manage







Customer Installations: West Bridgford Clusters


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: Set Point Response Times (over GSM)


LV Connect and Manage


Time for readback confirmation of 
setpoint


Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 288 controls 


Less than 1 minute 276 95.8 %


1 - 2 minutes 8 2.8 %


2 - 3 minutes 3 1.0 %


3 - 4 minutes 1 0.3 %


Time for readback confirmation of 
setpoint


Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 7573 controls


Less than 1 second 891 11.77%
1-2 seconds 4126 54.48%
2-3 seconds 1156 15.26%
3-4 seconds 1151 15.20%
4-5 seconds 169 2.23%
Longer 5 seconds 80 1.06%







Learning Outcomes


LV Connect and Manage


✓ Demonstrated managed charging of EV clusters (through peak loading times of day) 


✓ Demonstrated export limitation of PV/battery customers (through peak generation times of day)


✓ Dual tariffs create a tangible business case for customers to connect batteries into their homes (even without 
PV)  


✓ Designing interoperability into the project allowed for supply chain technology changes, outside of the 
project’s control


✓ Different LCTs have different control response times: 
✓ Battery inverters: 96% of controls achieved within 1 minute
✓ EV charge points: 99% of controls achieved within 5 seconds


✓ GSM has proven to be fit-for-purpose for LV ANM, providing flexibility for commissioning and reliable control







Example Dissemination Activities


LV Connect and Manage







Next Steps


LV Connect and Manage


LV C&M Policies 
for wide-scale 


roll-out


Develop


“Compact” 


DLC Box 


Handover 
equipment to 


customers


Business as Usual Transition Pathway







Summary


LV Connect and Manage


Background, Outline, Objectives and Benefits


Solution Architecture and DLC Box Design 


Hereford Depot: Equipment Installations and Trials


Site Selection, Customer Engagement and Customer Installations


Live Trials of LCT equipment in Customers’ Homes


Learning Outcomes, Dissemination Activities and Next Steps
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ABSTRACT 


The LV Connect and Manage project, delivered by 


Western Power Distribution (WPD) and Nortech 


Management Limited, has demonstrated an Active 


Network Management (ANM) solution to facilitate the 


timely connection of Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) 


whilst traditional network reinforcement takes place. The 


results presented in this paper prove that LV ANM can be 


used as a short or long-term alternative to network 


reinforcement by demonstrating the automated control of 


the power output of battery storage systems in domestic 


properties, in response to the power flows monitored at the 


distribution transformer. In this way, the LV Connect and 


Manage solution acts as a platform for the control of 


aggregated distributed energy resources (DERs) and, for 


the first time in the UK, this has been demonstrated in live 


operation. This work paves the way for energy efficiencies 


and local markets to be introduced into the LV network 


(whereby peer-to-peer trading is facilitated and local 


demand is met by local generation and storage, rather 


than being sourced from remote generation). 


INTRODUCTION 


The LV Connect and Manage (LVCM) project has 


developed an Active Network Management (ANM) 


solution to facilitate the connection of low carbon 


technologies (LCT), such as electric vehicles, photovoltaic 


(PV) generation, battery energy storage and heat pumps on 


the LV network [1]. This allows customers to connect their 


LCTs to the LV network in a timely and managed way, in 


cases where network reinforcement (the traditional 


intervention solution) is too expensive or will take too long 


to deploy. 


 


The LVCM ANM solution needed to be proven as a viable 


short or long-term alternative to network reinforcement. 


This has been achieved through trials demonstrating the 


control of aggregated domestic battery energy storage 


systems installed in customers’ homes. 


SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


The solution architecture for the trials is given in Figure 1. 


Trials were carried out using a cluster of 16 PV-battery 


systems installed in customers’ homes and connected to a 


single distribution substation in Milton Keynes, UK. Each 


battery inverter was connected to a Domestic Load 


Controller (DLC) box that provided communications from 


the inverter to a centralized software platform (iHost). This 


allowed monitoring and control of the battery export. An 


LV substation monitor was installed at the distribution 


substation and communicated the bi-directional 


transformer power flows to iHost.  


 


Figure 2 shows an example installation of the DLC box in 


a customer’s home controlling battery energy storage. 


 
Figure 1: LVCM ANM solution trial architecture 


 


 
Figure 2: Example installation of battery energy 


storage, smart inverter and Domestic Load Controller 


devices in a customer’s home 
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CONTROL ALGORITHM FUNCTIONS 


The main functions of the control algorithm are as follows: 


• Set point calculation; 


• Control latch; 


• Enable / disable; and 


• Automated / manual run mode. 


Set Point Calculation 


The control algorithm is designed to compare the 


distribution transformer power flows against a specified 


transformer limit and calculate set points to maximise 


battery export while keeping the transformer power flows 


compliant with this limit. The control algorithm runs once 


every minute to calculate new set points based on the latest 


monitoring data.  


Control Latch 


In order to provide long-term stability and avoid set point 


oscillations, when a set point is dispatched that further-


constrains the power export, the device control becomes 


“latched”, meaning that it will not accept relaxed set points 


for a pre-defined period of time. 


Enable / Disable 


On occasions, it can be a requirement for the Distribution 


Network Operator to disable the ANM scheme (for 


example, in the period immediately following network 


reinforcement but before the ANM scheme is 


decommissioned). This means that the control algorithm 


will not run and no set points will be calculated or 


dispatched. 


Automated / Manual Run Mode 


The ANM scheme runs in automatic mode as standard, 


continually evaluating the maximum level to which LCTs 


can export power. The ANM system can also operate in a 


manual mode, which means that the DNO can dispatch 


specific set points to the LCTs. For example, limiting 


battery export to a certain level when a network fault is in 


the process of being repaired. 


TRIAL METHODOLOGY 


The battery systems were set to discharge into the grid, 


coincidentally with the PV systems, creating the 


conditions necessary for the amount of power exported to 


be limited and controlled. The trial was carried out at peak 


PV export, maximising the likelihood of transformer 


reverse power flows. 


 


Any battery systems not accepting controls due to 


communications failure or having been discharged too low 


to control remotely were excluded from the control 


algorithm for the trial.  


 


Due to the level of loading on the transformer and the 


number of PV-battery systems available, reverse power 


flow at the transformer could not occur. Because of this, 


the reverse transformer limit was artificially raised into 


forward power flow values in order to test the automated 


control. This simply corresponded to a sign change in the 


calculation and does not affect the validity of the results. 


The reverse transformer limit was set to various values to 


observe the response of the control algorithm. The values 


used for the reverse transformer limit are listed in Table 1. 


 


Table 1: Transformer Reverse Limits set during trial 


Transformer Reverse 


Limit (kW) 


Time after start of trial 


(mins) 


0 0 


10 9 


50 13 


60 19 


70 24 


80 29 


70 34 


60 39 


50 44 


40 49 


90 64 


0 69 


80 74 


0 79 


TRIAL RESULTS 


The results of the trial are shown in Figure 3. The red trace 


represents the power flows through the distribution 


transformer (kW). The green trace represents the artificial 


reverse transformer limit that was applied (kW). The blue 


trace represents the active power set point dispatched by 


the control algorithm to the battery systems (kW) as it 


responds to the transformer loading. The yellow trace 


represents the active power export of the battery systems 


(kW) as it responds to the set points issued. Positive values 


represent power flows in the forward direction (substation 


to domestic property) and negative values represent power 


flows in the reverse direction (domestic property to 


substation, e.g. battery system export). 


 


It can be seen that when the transformer power flow is less 


than the reverse transformer limit, the set point is increased 


in the forward direction to reduce battery system export 


and increase the loading on the transformer. This results in 


the transformer power flows rising above the reverse 


transformer limit, until the set point reaches 0 kW and 


there is no more export to reduce. Likewise, when there is 


headroom between the transformer power flow and the 


reverse transformer limit, the set point is decreased in the 


forward direction to allow greater battery system export 


(without transformer power flows decreasing below the 


limit).
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Figure 3: Trial results demonstrating the control of battery energy storage systems in customers’ homes 


 


Response Time and Reliability 


Through the duration of the trial, 20 aggregated controls 


were sent to 16 battery systems, resulting in 320 individual 


controls. 317 (99.06 %) of these were successfully 


received by the battery systems. 2 of the unsuccessful 


controls were due to loss of comms between the DLC box 


and iHost. The other unsuccessful control was due to a new 


set point being calculated before the control could be 


communicated to the DLC box.  


 


Of the 320 set point controls sent, 242 (75.6 %) were 


confirmed by readback from the inverter less than 1 minute 


from the end of the control algorithm run. The longest time 


taken for readback confirmation was between 2 and 3 


minutes; this only occurred for 3 set point controls (0.9 %). 


The median and modal class for the set point response time 


were both less than 1 minute. The full set point response 


time data is shown in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 4. 


 


Table 2: Active power set point response times 


Time for readback 


confirmation of 


setpoint 


Number of 


setpoint controls 


Percentage 


out of 320  


Less than 1 minute 242 75.6 % 


1 - 2 minutes 75 23.4 % 


2 - 3 minutes 3 0.9 % 


 


 
Figure 4: Active power set point response times 


 


 


Of the 320 set point controls sent, 272 (85.0 %) resulted in 


the inverter output reaching within 0.2 kW of the new set 


point less than 2 minutes from the end of the ANM engine 


run. The longest observed time for this to occur was 


between 3 and 4 minutes; this occurred for 11 set point 


controls (3.4 %) during the trial. 7 (2.2 %) of the set point 


controls had an indeterminate result on the inverter output 


as a subsequent set point control was sent before the 


inverter power reached the current set point. The median 


and modal class for the output response time were both 


between 1 and 2 minutes. The full output response time 


data is shown in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 5. 
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Table 3: Inverter export response times 


Time for inverter power 


to reach within 0.2 kW 


of new setpoint 


Number of 


setpoint 


controls 


Percentage 


out of 320  


Less than 1 minute 58 18.1 % 


1 - 2 minutes 214 66.9 % 


2 - 3 minutes 30 9.4 % 


3 - 4 minutes 11 3.4 % 


Indeterminate 7 2.2 % 


 


 
Figure 5: Inverter Output response times 


DISCUSSION 


Validity of Results 


The results presented have been obtained from controlling 


16 battery systems on a single substation, based on actual 


installations of equipment in customers’ homes and real-


time monitoring and control signals. Therefore, the results 


are a good indication of actual system performance (which 


is not always the case when the behaviour of systems are 


simulated in a laboratory environment). 


 


The solution has been designed to be deployed on a larger 


scale, with the ANM system monitoring and controlling a 


larger number of devices and aggregating the monitored 


data for set point calculation. Due to the considered design 


of the system (handling each cluster of LCTs separately), 


the ultimate size of the system is dictated by computational 


power rather than a limitation in the control algorithm and 


the number of LCTs connected. Deploying the solution to 


multiple substations would not impact the validity of the 


results, as a separate ANM scheme would be set up for 


each substation and these would not interfere with each 


other. 


 


The observed system performance figure (99.06 % of set 


point controls successfully reported back by the inverters) 


suggests that mobile communications are fit-for-purpose 


for this application, not severely impacting a network with 


a greater number of LCTs. For example, considering a 


substation with 100 3.5kW battery systems connected, 1 


system may fail to accept the set point, resulting in up to 


3.5 kW of uncontrolled export. This is within tolerance of 


the quiescent load fluctuation.  


Limits versus Targets and Network Efficiency 


In normal operation, the battery systems are configured in 


the ‘self-consumption with export limitation’ mode. This 


means that PV offsets the current load demand in the 


household and the net power is used to charge the battery. 


As the PV power reduces through the afternoon and 


evening, the household power consumption is delivered by 


the battery system and the amount of power imported from 


the distribution network is reduced (compared to a PV-


only household). The amount of power exported into the 


distribution network varies, up to the limit specified by the 


ANM scheme, according the combination of PV 


generation, load demand in the household and state of 


charge of the battery. (For example, when the battery is 


fully-charged and the load demand is low, the PV system 


will export power into the distribution network, up to the 


allowable export limit).   


 


PV-battery systems can also be configured to operate in 


‘target power export’ mode. In this case, the systems are 


given a specific signal and export, constantly, at the target 


level required. This paves the way for DSOs to improve 


the energy efficiency of LV networks since the load 


demand on a particular substation could be fed from a 


number of households with PV-battery systems, rather 


than from the upstream distribution network. Ultimately 


this reduces the ‘electricity miles’ from source to sink, 


reduces losses and can, therefore, be shown to have a net-


financial benefit. This forms the technological basis on 


which peer-to-peer markets could be established, with PV-


battery households trading electricity at a local level and 


providing a ‘network efficiency’ service to the 


Distribution System Operator.   


CONCLUSIONS 


The field trials of the LV Connect and Manage solution 


successfully demonstrated the automated control of battery 


storage inverters in response to the monitored distribution 


transformer power flows. Set points were calculated as 


expected, taking into account current transformer loading, 


controllable generation and a pre-defined transformer 


limit, and then used to control the battery output with 


99.06% reliability and an average 2-minute response time. 


This proves that the LVCM ANM solution can be used as 


an alternative to network reinforcement. In this way, the 


LVCM solution acts as a platform for the control of 


aggregated distributed energy resources and, for the first 


time in the UK, this has been demonstrated in live 


operation. This work paves the way for energy efficiencies 


and local markets to be introduced into the LV network. 
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MPs On Powerful Fact Finding Visit
May 8, 2018


Milton Keynes two MPs have paid a return visit to Western Power Distribution (WPD) to �nd out more about the future of the
energy industry. 
 
Mark Lancaster and Iain Stewart visited a customer in the Furzton area of Milton Keynes to learn about WPD’s LV Connect and
Manage trial.
 
The one-year trial has provided households with state-of-the-art batteries so customers can store the energy they generate from
solar panels and use it as and when they need it.
 
At full capacity the battery is able to power an average home for a day, meaning that customers can reduce their reliance on
electricity from the grid. Alternatively, they could use the power to charge electric vehicles.
 
The MPs were also given an update on Electric Nation, Europe’s largest electric vehicle trial. Electric Nation aims to develop the
necessary smart charging solutions to enable electricity networks to provide for the growing demand for vehicle charging.
 
WPD’s Mikhail Prokhnich, who is leading the LV Connect and Manage trial, said: “We were delighted to host this visit. This trial will
help us determine the feasibility of this type of exciting new technology in supporting the electricity network in the future.”
 
Mark Lancaster added: “We are a city renowned for innovation and I’m delighted that WPD has chosen Milton Keynes as the place
to trial the project.  It has clearly had a positive impact on the local residents so far and I look forward to seeing the outcome at the
end of the trial.”
 
Iain Stewart commented: “It was good to talk with residents partaking in the trial. Whilst it is early days they were impressed with
the initial savings in their electricity costs and the bene�t to the environment.”



http://www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk/2018/05/08/
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Project Overview


LV Connect and Manage


Work Carried Out (Overview)


Project Performance


Lessons Learnt for Future Projects (Overview)


Project Outcomes (Overview)


Data and IPR Access







Project Background


LV Connect and Manage


Low carbon technologies (LCT) connections on LV
network:


• Trend for clustering of LCTs


• Hard to predict and plan ahead reinforcement 


• Traditional reinforcement  is expensive and takes 
time


• Delayed customers’ connections 


• Reverse Power Flow (RPF) impact on distribution 
network







Project Outline


LV Connect and Manage


• £1.7m NIA project (April 2016 - March 2019)


• Ability to provide more power during non – peak hours


• Bi-directional power flow control via “Domestic Load Controller” (DLC) hardware


• Accelerate connection of LCTs (storage, EVs, heat pumps)


• Protect WPD assets from overload


• 6 distribution substations and 100 customers in Furzton, Milton Keynes (Energy 
Storage) and West Bridgford, Nottingham (EV Chargers)







Scope and Objectives


LV Connect and Manage


Develop the LV Connect and Manage solution architecture


Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated power flows with operational limits


Design, build and operate an active management system for LV LCTs


Demonstrate the effectiveness of broadband-over-powerline for the bi-directional 
power flow control of LCTs


Demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import and export patterns


Demonstrate how the solution can be used as a short-term or long-term intervention 
to avoid/defer network reinforcement


Develop new business processes for the deployment of DLC boxes into customers’ 
homes







Success Criteria


LV Connect and Manage


1. Demonstration of the active management of low carbon 
technologies (energy storage and electric vehicles) by 
controlling load profiles and alleviating electricity 
network constraints.


2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV ANM 
solution, which can be utilised by WPD in their other 
Licence Areas and by other DNOs, more generally. 


3. Development of novel business processes for deploying 
ANM technologies into LV networks. (This will include 
the specification and development of an installation 
guide for the LV ANM technologies).







Customer Benefits


LV Connect and Manage


1. Intelligent interface to accelerate connection of LCTs
(storage, EVs, heat pumps)


2. Avoid costly reinforcement


3. Reduced amount of street works


4. Provide flexibility to export more power during non –
peak hours or/and use stored energy in ‘self
consumption’ mode


5. Consume energy in more sustainable,
environmentally friendly way, reducing amount of
CO2 emissions







Work Carried Out (Further detail in next session)


LV Connect and Manage


Solution Architecture


Domestic Load Controller Design


Hereford Depot Installations


Site Selection and Customer Engagement


Equipment Installations


ANM Trials
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Performance Against Scope and Objectives


LV Connect and Manage


Objective Status


Develop the LV Connect and Manage solution architecture ✓


Monitor LCTs and compare aggregated power flows with operational limits ✓


Design, build and operate an active management system for LV LCTs ✓


Demonstrate the effectiveness of broadband-over-powerline for the bi-directional power 
flow control of LCTs


✓


Demonstrate the optimisation of real-time import and export patterns ✓


Demonstrate how the solution can be used as a short-term or long-term intervention to 
avoid/defer network reinforcement


✓


Develop new business processes for the deployment of DLC boxes into customers’ homes ✓







Performance Against Success Criteria


LV Connect and Manage


Success Criteria Status


1. Demonstration of the active management of low carbon 
technologies (energy storage and electric vehicles) by controlling 
load profiles and alleviating electricity network constraints.


✓


2. Development of a replicable architecture for the LV ANM 
solution, which can be utilised by WPD in their other Licence 
Areas and by other DNOs, more generally. 


✓


3. Development of novel business processes for deploying ANM 
technologies into LV networks. (This will include the specification 
and development of an installation guide for the LV ANM 
technologies).


✓







Lessons Learnt (Further detail after lunch)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The effectiveness of the demonstrations undertaken


2. Significant problems discovered with the trialled methods


3. Recommendations on how the learning from the project can be 
exploited further


4. The likelihood the method will be deployed on a wider scale in future


5. Knowledge Dissemination Events







Project Outcomes (Further detail after lunch)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation)


2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export 
limitation)


3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks


4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work


5. TRL Development







Data and IPR Access


LV Connect and Manage


IPR Ownership Access Location
Business Case metrics for Connect and Manage WPD Project Registration Document 


(Smarter Networks Portal)
Project Data WPD WPD’s Project Data Page 


The Connect and Manage solution architecture WPD / Nortech Close-Down Report


Project Dissemination Papers and Presentations WPD / Nortech Close-Down Report


Policy for the Retrofit of Connect and Manage Equipment in LV 
Substations


WPD Close-Down Report


Process for Standardising the Installation of DLC Equipment in 
Customers’ Homes


WPD / Nortech Close-Down Report


Technical Specification for Managed EV Charging WPD / Nortech Close-Down Report


After project close-down, aggregated LCT profiles will be published on WPD’s project data 
page: www.westernpower.co.uk/Innovation/Contact-us-and-more/Project-Data.aspx



http://www.westernpower.co.uk/Innovation/Contact-us-and-more/Project-Data.aspx
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Summary


LV Connect and Manage


Work Carried Out (Overview)


Project Performance


Lessons Learnt for Future Projects (Overview)


Project Outcomes (Overview)


Data and IPR Access







LV Connect & Manage


Details of the Work 


Carried Out


Samuel Jupe


Network Innovation Manager 


Nortech Management Limited







Work Carried Out (Overview)


LV Connect and Manage


Solution Architecture


Domestic Load Controller Design


Hereford Depot Installations


Site Selection and Customer Engagement


Equipment Installations


ANM Trials (after lunch)







Solution Architecture (Overview) 


LV Connect and Manage
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Components:


1. iHost


2. Broadband-over-Powerline NMS


3. Substation Monitoring


4. Domestic Load Controller (DLC) box


5. Low carbon technologies (LCTs)


Communications:


1. DLC to LCT (Modbus, Open Charge Point
Protocol over Ethernet)


2. DLC to Substation (DNP3 over BPL then 4G)


3. DLC to iHost (DNP3 over 3G)







Solution Architecture (iHost) 
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Solution Architecture (Substation Monitoring) 


LV Connect and Manage
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Solution Architecture (DLC Box) 


LV Connect and Manage
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Also provides BPL connectivity.


Connections to LV device (battery/
inverter, EV charger)


Wiring Loom







Domestic Load Controller (DLC) Box Design


LV Connect and Manage


Envoy RTU 
(Decentralised 


Controller)


Project-specific 
communications 


modem (BPL)


Ethernet hub


Ethernet connection 
to controlled device 
e.g. EV charge point


230VAC 
Power supply


Tamper 
detection switch







Failure Modes and Effects Analysis


LV Connect and Manage


1 • Define system components


2 • Define system communications


3 • Analyse potential failures, risks and causes


4 • Analyse the impact and effect on the system


5 • Identify severity of risk and commensurate mitigation


6 • Design mitigation into product







Failure Modes and Effects Analysis


LV Connect and Manage


Failure (Risk) / Cause Effect / Impact Mitigation


1. Data Centre / DC equipment failure
- Power cut
- Internet
- Fire
- Burgulary
- Firewall misconfiguration


Loss of central system Two data centres
Data centre mitigations (redundant 
power supplies, CCTV etc.) -> Pulsant


Graceful degradation in Envoy in DLC 
box -> Nortech


Change control process -> Nortech


2. BPL NMS Failure
- Upgrade, misconfiguration


Loss of monitoring of comms


Unable to commission system


Tolerate if data is still coming through -
> Nortech


Understand recovery times etc. -> BPL 
supplier to provide







Hereford Depot Trial Installations


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Trial project solution in real life environment


▪ De-risked customers installations


▪ Develop business processes for substation installations







Hereford Depot: Testbed Architecture


LV Connect and Manage


LV Substation


(ANM System)


50kW PV


7kWh Battery


3.5kW Inverter


DLC Box


7.4kW EV 


Charge Point


DLC Box


DLC Box
Domestic Load Control Box –
incorporates modules for load
control and communication







Hereford Depot Trial Installation (Part 1)


LV Connect and Manage


LV substation installation







Hereford Depot Trial Installation (Part 2)


LV Connect and Manage


Customer side


PV/battery export limitation EV charge import limitation 







Hereford Depot Trial Installation (Part 3)


LV Connect and Manage


BPL Commissioning







Hereford Depot Trials


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Technical tests:
▪ Proved feasibility to manage EV charging rate (0-16-32A) via BPL/GSM


▪ Proved feasibility to manage rate of PV/Energy Storage discharge via BPL/GSM


▪ Tested auto failover of communications


▪ Confirmed iHost demand / export management







Hereford Depot Trials: EV Charge Management 
(Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage
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Hereford Depot Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management 
(Export Limitation) 


LV Connect and Manage







Site Selection and Customer Engagement


LV Connect and Manage


▪ Control & monitoring equipment is installed in 6 distribution substations:


▪ Customers engagement activities:
▪ Customer engagement meetings


▪ Leaflets


▪ Social networks


▪ Customer engagement video


▪ Website: www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk


942197 GRASSCROFT BLETCHLEY (FURZTON)
942196 PARKSIDE FURZTON
942183 PERRACOMBE FURZTON


881417 WEST BRIDGFORD RUGBY ROAD
881418 WEST BRIDGFORD COMPTON ACRES
881089 WEST BRIDGFORD HAWTHORNE PARK



http://www.wpdconnectandmanage.co.uk/





Customer Engagement Video


LV Connect and Manage


https://youtu.be/ypTlHl9vs5o



https://youtu.be/ypTlHl9vs5o





Project Equipment Installations in Customers’ Homes


LV Connect and Manage


Domestic Load 
Controller (DLC) box


Charge point 
under control


Consumer unit
External GSM 


antenna







Customer Installations: Milton Keynes Clusters


LV Connect and Manage







Customer Installations: West Bridgford Clusters


LV Connect and Manage







Work Carried Out (Summary)


LV Connect and Manage


Solution Architecture


Domestic Load Controller Design


Hereford Depot Installations


Site Selection and Customer Engagement


Equipment Installations


ANM Trials (after lunch)
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Trial Results and 


Lessons Learnt


Samuel Jupe


Network Innovation Manager 


Nortech Management Limited







Results and Lessons Learnt (Overview)


LV Connect and Manage


1. Project Outcomes: Live Trial Results and Setpoint Response Times (over GSM)


2. Modifications During the Course of the Project


3. Lessons Learnt


4. Knowledge Dissemination Activities







Project Outcomes (Overview)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation)


2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export 
limitation)


3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks


4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work


5. TRL Development







Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)
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Live Trials: EV Charge Management (Import Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: PV/Battery Charge Management (Export Limitation)


LV Connect and Manage







Live Trials: Set Point Response Times (over GSM)


LV Connect and Manage


Time for readback confirmation of 
setpoint


Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 288 controls 


Less than 1 minute 276 95.8 %


1 - 2 minutes 8 2.8 %


2 - 3 minutes 3 1.0 %


3 - 4 minutes 1 0.3 %


Time for readback confirmation of 
setpoint


Number of setpoint controls Percentage out of 7573 controls


Less than 1 second 891 11.77%
1-2 seconds 4126 54.48%
2-3 seconds 1156 15.26%
3-4 seconds 1151 15.20%
4-5 seconds 169 2.23%
Longer 5 seconds 80 1.06%







Project Outcomes (Summary)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation)


2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export 
limitation)


3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks


4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work


5. TRL Development







Learning Outcomes (Overview)


LV Connect and Manage


1. Planned Modifications and Problems Encountered


2. Effectiveness of Demonstrations 


3. Recommendations for Further Exploitation


4. Deployment on a Wider Scale







1. Problems Encountered and Planned Modifications 


LV Connect and Manage


1. Broadband-over-PowerLine


• Original ambition to deploy BPL at 
6 substation sites


• BPL not fit-for-purpose for LV 
Connect and Manage


• Sensitive to electrical noise


• Attenuation in LV network and 
through consumer units


• Alternative installation methods 
considered


• Impacted commissioning


2. Pre-pairing LCTs with DLCs


• LCTs required site-specific 
communications configuration (due 
to BPL)


• In Nortech’s comfort zone


• Configuration delivered by Nortech 
rather than electrical contractors


• Reduced time in customers’ homes 
needed for set up and 
commissioning


3. Technology Maturity


• Support for technologies stopped 


• Changed battery supplier


• Changed inverter type


• Battery state-of-charge on delivery 
(unable to commission)


• EV charge point config. bugs


• EV charge point default maximum 
charge







2. Effectiveness of Demonstrations


LV Connect and Manage


1. Hereford Depot Installs


• System integration in low-risk 
environment


• De-risked customer installations


2. Customer Engagement


• Use of marketing companies (local 
to customers) worked very well


• WPD well-regarded – reinforced 
with engagement video


3. Data Protection


• Assigning a unique ID


• Aggregation of data







2. Effectiveness of Demonstrations


LV Connect and Manage


4. Remote Commissioning


• Reduced cost of commissioning


• Protected customers’ data


• GSM removed dependence on BPL


5. Quantification of LCT Response 
Times


• Comprehensive demonstration of 
mobile technology for LV control 
applications


6. Solution Portability


• Quick and easy to swap-out DLC 
boxes







2. Effectiveness of Demonstrations


LV Connect and Manage


7. Dual Tariff Customers


• Business case to install battery, 
even though no PV


8. Battery Operating Modes


• Self-consumption vs grid export


9. Customer Benefits


• 20% reduction in annual bill







3. Recommendations for Further Exploitation


LV Connect and Manage


Exploitation


LCT Profiles


Load Duration 
Curves


Review LV 
Design 


Principles


Managed 
Charging 


Specification







4. Wider-scale Deployment


LV Connect and Manage


Barriers


LCT 
Interfaces 
are Non-
Standard


Low-cost 
Substation 
Monitoring


WPD’s 
Right to 


Intervene







Learning Outcomes (Summary)


LV Connect and Manage


1. Planned Modifications and Problems Discovered


2. Effectiveness of Demonstrations 


3. Recommendations for Further Exploitation


4. Deployment on a Wider Scale







Knowledge Dissemination Activities


LV Connect and Manage


LCNI 
Conferences


CIRED 
Workshop 


2018


Balancing 
Act 2018







Knowledge Dissemination Activities


LV Connect and Manage


CIRED 2019 Customer 
Engagement 


Events


MP Visit to 
Furzton







Knowledge Dissemination Activities


LV Connect and Manage


Industry 
Dissemination


Project 
Brochure


Close Down 
Report







Results and Lessons Learnt (Summary)


LV Connect and Manage


1. Project Outcomes: Live Trial Results and Setpoint Response Times (over GSM)


2. Modifications During the Course of the Project


3. Lessons Learnt


4. Knowledge Dissemination Activities
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Project Outcomes (Overview)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation)


2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export 
limitation)


3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks


4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work


5. TRL Development







Policies and Emerging Standards


LV Connect and Manage


Retrofitting Equipment within LV 
Substations 


• WPD Standard Technique 


Standardising Installations in 
Customers’ Homes


• Electrical Contractor Standard 
Technique


Managed Charging 


Technical Engineering Specification


• UK DNOs and Equipment 
Manufacturers







TRL Development


LV Connect and Manage


Start of Project:


• Level 5


• Pilot Scale


• Technology validation in a relevant 
environment


End of Project:


• Level 9


• Operations


• Technology ‘flight-proven’ through successful 
operationsCourtesy of GOV.UK







Project Outcomes (Summary)


LV Connect and Manage


1. The results from live trials of EV charge management (import limitation)


2. The results from live trials of battery dischargement management (export 
limitation)


3. Set point response times over mobile communications networks


4. Policies and emerging standards resulting from this work


5. TRL Development







Summary of Project Conclusions


LV Connect and Manage


✓ Demonstrated managed charging of EV clusters (through peak loading times of day) 


✓ Demonstrated export limitation of PV/battery customers (through peak generation times of day)


✓ Dual tariffs create a tangible business case for customers to connect batteries into their homes (even without 
PV)  


✓ Designing interoperability into the project allowed for supply chain technology changes, outside of the 
project’s control


✓ Different LCTs have different control response times: 
✓ Battery inverters: 96% of controls achieved within 1 minute
✓ EV charge points: 99% of controls achieved within 5 seconds


✓ GSM has proven to be fit-for-purpose for LV ANM, providing flexibility for commissioning and reliable control







Next Steps (Within WPD’s Business)


LV Connect and Manage


LV C&M Policies 
for wide-scale 


roll-out


Develop


“Compact” 


DLC Box 


Develop Load 
Indices for LV 
Substations


Business as Usual Transition Pathway


Small-scale market research into the acceptability 
to customers of LCT management by DNOs/DSOs







Next Steps (Involving the Wider Industry)


LV Connect and Manage


Explore alternative 
communications for 


LV controls 
(alongside mobile)


Inform the 
development of 
standardized LCT 


interfaces


Inform Government 
policy / legislation 
to enable DLC box 


installs


Business as Usual Transition Pathway


Wide-scale market research into the acceptability to 
customers of LCT management by DNOs/DSOs
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1. Introduction 


 


 
 


 
1.1. About the document 
 
This document sets out how Western Power Distribution will ensure that drivers of 
electric vehicles are able to charge their vehicles in the manner convenient to them. 
 
It describes research, development and deployment activities carried out during the 
current and previous electricity distribution price control periods.  It also explains the 
rationale behind current innovation projects and business initiatives. Further, it 
describes future activities including the transition of early-stage solutions into 
business as usual practice. 
 
This document also documents our vision for electric vehicle recharging solutions for 
a range of customer types. It provides detail on the roadmap to achieve this vision. 
 
Following the ENA/Ofgem Stakeholder Engagement events held in February, we are 
also responding to Ofgem’s request.  They have asked all DNOs to publish how they 
are preparing for the potential rollout of EVs. These plans must include time-bound 
commitments to address the needs and issues of EV stakeholders that are identified 
at the EV meeting   
 
Our preparations for each specific customer group are listed in Section 4 of this 
document and draw upon our own stakeholder engagement and that undertaken 
nationally.  In Section 6 we also detail our time-bound commitments in the short term 
to accelerate readiness for the rollout of EVs. 
 


 
1.2. High Level Government Objectives 


 
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are becoming more commonplace on our roads.  The trend 
towards them is set to increase.  
 
The Government’s “The Carbon Plan” (2011) set out the UK’s objectives to reduce 
carbon emissions, with an 80% reduction achieved by 2050.  This will be achieved 
through the decarbonisation of heating and transport and we need to take action to 
support this transition of vehicle power from carbon sources to electricity.  Our 
electricity networks need to be ready to accept this additional demand.  We build 
networks with a 50 year asset life so will take steps now to ensure we build the right 
network for foreseeable future demands. 
 
The requirements of The Carbon Plan have been strengthened with targets to 
improve air quality and reduce Nitrogen Dioxide levels.  These targets will all support 
the transition to electric vehicles. 
 
The Government set a target in 2015 to “ensure almost every car and van is a zero 
emission vehicle by 2050”. In July 2017 the Government announced that “it will end 
the sale of all new conventional petrol and diesel cars and vans by 2040”. In May 
2018 the Prime Minister announced a further target for 2040, that all new cars and 
vans should be “effectively zero emission” and in July 2018 the Road to Zero 







 


Strategy set an aspiration for “at least 50%, and as many as 70%, of new car sales 
and up to 40% of new van sales being ultra-low emission by 2030”.  
 
Alongside the sales targets, the Government has set a goal for the UK to be “a world 
leader in the development, manufacture and use of zero emission vehicles… [and] in 
the design, development and manufacture of batteries” in the Automotive Sector. 
 
2019 has brought the first electric vehicle as a “What Car” Car of the Year.  The Kia 
e-Niro took this award and What Car describe it as the first sensibly priced electric 
car that can fit into most people’s lives. It provides a substantially longer range than 
almost all rivals without costing substantially more.  We consider this to be an 
indicator to a future when there is price parity between electric and Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles. We anticipate it to become a reality in 2021 or 
2022 and will create a step change in ownership models for car buyers. 
 
 
 
1.3. Our approach to facilitate EV charging 


 
As an electricity system operator our approach is to ensure that a suitable network 
exists for all charging requirements in all situations.  This has many factors as 
charging requirements vary dependent on the type of vehicle and the owner’s 
access to either their own or public charging infrastructure. Only 60% of car users 
have access to an off-street parking location which is likely to be suitable for 
charging. 
 
In one sense the actual charging infrastructure is of less concern to us than our 
ability to provide the adequate and safe electricity connection which serves it.  Our 
plans will vary depending on the application and we detail various different options in 
this section. 
 
The principle is simple, the charging infrastructure requires higher volumes of energy 
and it is our job to provide the conduit for this energy. 


 
We predict that the majority of our larger local transformers will be able to 
accommodate one 35kWh charge every five days for each of the customers 
connected to it.  This provides a charged range of around 150 miles in many EVs 
and it is likely that this will support the demands of home connected EV charging. 
 
We also expect that our backbone 33kV network and transformers will be able to 
accommodate this level of charge point activity. 
 
As we focus in to the specific cables which supply local streets or to the service 
cables which feed individual properties, there is more chance of the network 
becoming constrained.  We are already installing larger cable assets from new and 
have identified areas where the proactive uprating of cable networks is appropriate. 
 
 
1.4. Flexibility and Charging 
 
We expect that flexibility will provide a key role in delivering EV charging. This is 
likely to provide solutions for many customer types, from domestic users to fleet 
users who return their vehicles to a depot overnight. 
 







Domestic users will be able to take advantage of time of use tariffs that we expect 
electricity suppliers to offer in conjunction with Smart Meters.  With their vehicles at 
home when not in use, they will be able to use managed charging to charge their 
vehicle at times when price signals show it to be beneficial for the wider electricity 
network. 


Fleet users with depots are likely to make use of overnight charging to recharge their 
vehicles for the next working day.  We expect a depot charging facility to require a 
larger electricity supply similar to a factory.  This could cause constraint on some of 
our network at peak times if connected conventionally.  However, we expect to have 
the opportunity to offer flexible connection solutions to allow charging at off-peak 
times without network reinforcement. This could make connections quicker and 
cheaper for customers. 


1.5. Existing Charge Points and Capacity 


We already have experience of installing charge points on our network to support 
the early adopters of Electric Vehicles.  The table below shows the number and 
capacity of chargers as reported to Ofgem as part of our annual returns. 


Our numbers of Fast Chargers are relatively high due to the reporting split used by 
Ofgem.  Most of the newer domestic chargers are 23 Amp units and therefore are 
reported in the Fast Charge category. 


Number Capacity 


Slow Charge (up to 16 Amps) 2,072 7,500 kVA 


Fast Charge (over 16 Amps) 4,996 39,300 kVA 


(Total number as at March 2018) 







2. Forecasting and Data


2.1. Forecasting for the ED1 business plan (2015-2023) 


In our ED1 business plans we used national forecasts to tailor scenarios for our 
networks.  We worked with the Centre for Sustainable Energy (CSE) to deliver the 
“Who’s on our wires” report.  This added socio economic factors to the national 
growth forecasts for all Low Carbon Technologies.  For example, the numbers of 
electric vehicles are strongly predicted to grow in areas where the social 
demographic suits early adoption.  


This means that it is highly likely that Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) will be 
clustered closely together leading to a compound effect on specific parts of the 
network.  This work led to our targeted uprating of assets when other works take 
place over around 7% of our network, in locations where we could be confident of 
load growth. 


The current population of EVs within our licence areas is matching our ED1 business 
plans – with EV adoption increasing at the current rate, we expect 217,000 chargers 
to be connected to our network by 2023. 


However, to meet the requirements of the Government’s 2040 deadline for the 
cessation of ICE vehicles, and an extremely high EV adoption rate could see up 
to 3,064,000 EVs by the end of 2030.


2.2. Developing Distribution Future Energy Scenarios (DFES) 


Since 2016 we have been producing Distribution Future Energy Scenarios (DFES) 
at a licence area level which predict the likely impact of EVs along with other new 
technologies. 


Our scenarios use a bottom up approach to provide future energy scenarios, at 
Electricity Supply Area (ESA) level, for the potential growth of distributed generation, 
electricity demand growth and electricity storage. These are then used to identify 
future constraints on the distribution network and develop strategic investment 
options to economically resolve those constraints, when triggered. 


The analysis undertaken for each technology in the DFES involves the following four 
stages: 
1. A baseline assessment. Technology baselines are calculated from WPD’s
network connection database. This information is then reconciled with other market 
intelligence and external databases. In addition, further desktop research is 
undertaken to address inconsistencies.  


2. A pipeline assessment. For technologies with significant lead times WPD’s
network connection agreement database is reconciled with the BEIS planning 
database and market research is undertaken. This allows an assessment of which 
commercial projects in the pipeline may go ahead and in what timescale. Domestic 
scale and demand technologies do not have an individual pipeline, but local council 
economic plans are reviewed to derive volumes and locations.  







 


 
3. Resource assessment.  Locational data from a wide range of data sources 
and GIS analysis is used to understand the geographical distribution, local attributes, 
constraints and potential for technologies to develop within the licence area and 
each ESA.  
 
4. A scenario projection to 2032.  The scenarios are based on National Grid’s 
Future Energy Scenarios (FES) and interpreted for specific local resources, 
constraints and market conditions. Analysis of current market reports and the 
findings from a local consultation event is combined with interviews from developers, 
investors and other stakeholders.   
 
 
In our latest report we have aligned our scenarios with National Grid’s 2018 FES, 
which has the following four scenarios: 
 


 
 


 
2.3. Electric Vehicle Growth Factors 


 
National and local legislation will be key drivers of future electric vehicle growth in 
the licence area. The UK government has announced a ban on new petrol and 
diesel sales in 2040. Derby and Leicester have both raised the potential for 
congestion charging. 







 


 
From a consumer perspective, the key hurdle will be price. Lower running costs are 
not yet balancing out the up-front costs, even with the current purchase subsidy, 
unless drivers have a high mileage, such as use for fleet applications. There is 
limited evidence relating to the actual whole life savings or resale value. Increased 
investment and competition is needed between manufacturers to drive down costs. 
 
Despite the current barriers, the FES 2018 presents a much higher growth projection 
for electric vehicles than FES 2017, reflecting the UK government’s proposed ban on 
new diesel and petrol vehicles in 2040.  
 
The two highest scenarios in FES 2018 (Two Degrees and Community Renewables) 
show a similar growth profile, with the UK electric car fleet reaching around 15 
million units by 2032 rising to over 38 million by 2038.  
 
To provide a wider profile for network analysis in this study we have amended the 
Two Degrees scenario to show a more explosive growth profile which sees growth 
accelerating ahead of the FES 2018 and then levelling by 2050. We would also 
assume that EV uptake in the licence area stays ahead of the national average 
uptake of EVs in the short and medium term but will return to national average by 
the end of the scenario period. This assumption reflects key factors driving early 
adoption such as; affluence levels, off-street parking and second car ownership 
along with emission reduction initiatives in and around urban centres. 


 
2.4. Investment allocated within ED1 


 
Within our ED1 submission we allocated £112m for socialised reinforcement 
attributable to LCTs.  Of this over £58m was directly related to EV charging. 
 
 
2.5. Forecasting local growth and pinpointing upgrades 
 
In addition to our high level DFES work, we are working with EA technology to 
deliver a tool which will assess the impact on our local networks.  The tool was 
originally developed as part of our Electric Nation project.  In the project it was used 
to show where networks were becoming constrained as a result of local clusters of 
EVs. 
 
The tool will be developed to help highlight where proactive reinforcement can help 
prepare the local networks for LCT connections and specifically EV connections.  
We will use this tool to support our business plan submissions for network upgrades. 
 
2.6. Forecasting ED2 and informing specific ED1 plans 
 
Our DFES is being used to target flexible solutions where they offer better value 
than conventional reinforcement.  Load estimates will consider all demand growth 
but this will always include an element of EV growth.  For higher voltage networks 
this educates and directs our reinforcement plans being considered in the next few 
years.  For our local networks the scenarios can help refine the LCT hotspots 
identified by our CSE work. 
  







 


 


3. Planning and Capacity Availability 


 
 


 
3.1. Our expectation of EV charger installations 
 
The size and type of charger varies with application.  Smaller size chargers are 
expected to be seen in domestic situations where an overnight charge is likely.  
They may also form part of the street side car charging provision. Larger chargers 
will be seen at public locations such as service stations and car parks where a faster 
charge is required, they will also be seen where hubs of vehicles charge such as 
taxis. 
 
Chargers below 7kW are likely to be accommodated on existing house services but 
larger installations will often require a three phase service or other upgrades. 
 
 


Charge Point 
type and 
power output 


Likely 
installation 
location 


Specific 
connection 
requirements 


Network 
considerations 


Likely charge 
time for a 
35kWh charge 


Slow up to 
3kW 


Domestic None – connects 
via household 
plug/socket 


None 12 hours 


Fast 3.7kW Domestic or 
street side 


Dedicated 
household circuit 
or on street 
equivalent 


In some cases 
limited local 
reinforcement is 
required 


9 hours 


Fast 7kW Domestic or 
street side 


Dedicated 
household circuit 
or on street 
equivalent 


Likely upgrade to 
service cable and 
local mains 


5 hours 


Fast 22kW Street side 
or public 
charging 
location 


Three phase 
dedicated supply 
point 


Requirement for 
three phase 
connection and 
likely local mains 
upgrade 


1.5 hours 


Rapid 43kW Public 
charging 
location 


Three phase 
dedicated supply 
point 


Requirement for 
three phase 
connection and 
likely local mains 
and transformer 
upgrade 


45 minutes 


Super 130kW 
or multiple 
rapid chargers 


Public 
charging 
location 


Supply point from 
dedicated 
transformer 


In most cases a 
new transformer 
will be 
established 


15 minutes 


 







 


 
3.2. Estimating Connection cost and timescale 
 
The cost and complexity of the electricity network required to support new chargers 
will vary with size.  At a domestic level only minimal works will be required to 
accommodate chargers but for larger installations and hubs of multiple chargers new 
transformers and substations are likely.  The cost and works timescale will vary with 
the complexity of the works as detailed below. 
 


Charge Point 
type and 
power output 


Likely 
installation 
location 


Approximate 
connection 
lead-time 


Network 
considerations 


Approximate 
connection 
cost 


Slow up to 
3kW 


Domestic Immediate None None 


Fast 3.7kW Domestic or 
street side 


Immediate in 
most cases 


Usually none Usually none 


Fast 7kW Domestic or 
street side 


4 to 8 weeks Likely upgrade to 
service cable and 
local mains 


£1,000 to 
£3,000 


Fast 22kW Street side 
or public 
charging 
location 


8 to 12 weeks Streetworks and 
permissions 


£3,500 to 
£12,000 


Rapid 43kW Public 
charging 
location 


8 to 12 weeks Streetworks and 
permissions 


£3,500 to 
£12,000 


Super 130kW 
or multiple 
rapid chargers 


Public 
charging 
location 


16 weeks  Streetworks, 
permissions and 
cost of land for 
transformer 


£70,000 to 
£120,000 


 
 
 
 
3.3. Simplifying the application processes 


 
We have adopted the ENA application form for both EV and Heat Pump 
applications.  This form helps customers by offering consistency across all DNOs. 
 
 
3.4. Making use of existing local capacity 
 
Our network of transformers which supply local networks from our 11kV backbone 
network are sized to accommodate the demands of the area they serve.  We have a 
limited range of sizes available so often there is an inherent level of additional 
capacity present for future load growth.  We are planning to make use of this 
capacity as a tool to support the early adoption of Electric Vehicles and other LCTs. 
 







 


This capacity is likely to be available in urban areas with a dense spread of ground 
mounted transformers.  In rural areas where overhead networks are employed the 
opportunities are somewhat less. 
 
We predict that the majority of our larger local transformers will be able to 
accommodate one 35kWh charge every five days for each of the customers 
connected to it.  This provides a charged range of around 150 miles in many EVs 
and it is likely that this will support the demands of home connected EV charging.  
The Department of Transport National Travel Survey 2017 indicated that the 
average annual mileage for all cars is 7,800 miles.  This figure has been dropping 
since the early 2000s. 
 
A 500kVA transformer is capable of supplying 4.3 million kWhs of energy every year 
assuming it is fully loaded.  Where a unit is operating at 70% of its overall capacity 
this provides around 1.3 million kWhs of available energy, assuming that it is not 
required at times of the day when the load profile of the transformer makes it fully 
loaded.  This capacity could support over 37,000 charging events at 35kWh.  If 
managed to optimise the delivery of these events, they could provide one charge 
every five days for each customer connected. 
 
 
3.5. Planning and Design Changes 


 
When we design and extend our network we expect assets to remain in service for 
around 50 years.  This means that we always look to predict future changes and 
assess how we can reasonably accommodate them in our plans and designs. Our 
ED1 plans looked at changes that we could make to support the adoption of LCTs. 
 
On our cable networks, the cost of excavation and reinstatement works are a large 
proportion of the overall costs so rather than potentially needing to overlay cables as 
LCT take-up increases, we decided to increase the minimum cable size for all our 
new installations.  Similarly when working at substations, the plant cost of 
transformers meant that we could increase our minimum transformer sizes with only 
a marginal increase in installed cost. Both of these measures, to a degree, future-
proof new networks at minimal increase in cost. 
 
 
3.6. Technical Changes related to Electric Vehicles 


 
To permit the connection of electric vehicle charge points there are typically three 
concerns to overcome, these are thermal capacity, earthing arrangements and 
harmonic emissions.  They are detailed below: 
 


 
3.6.1. Thermal Capacity 
 
To assist with the creation of thermal capacity within the low voltage network, we 
have increased the minimum size of the low voltage mains cable to have a cross 
sectional area of 185mm², increased the minimum size of service cables to 25mm² 
Copper or 35mm² Aluminum, the smallest rated ground mounted transformer to 
500kVA and the smallest rated pole mounted transformer to 25kVA single phase.  
 
 
 







 


3.6.2. Earthing 


 
The earthing considerations for the connection of electric vehicle charge points are 
firstly the type of earthing arrangement (PME, SNE or TT) and secondly the required 
segregation between these different earthing types. The requirements of the Code of 
Practice for the installation of EV charging equipment makes the use of protective 
multiple earthing (PME) prohibitive and steers installations towards a TT setup. 
However the IET Wiring Regulations (Guidance note 7) requires segregation of a 
minimum of 10m between the PME and TT earthing systems. We understand that 
this requirement will restrict installations in the street and therefore we have 
recalculated the requirement using modelling specifically for a street side 
application. As a result we can reduce the distance so that a balanced three phase 
demand utilising a TT earthing system will require segregation from the WPD 
earthing system by a minimum of 0.3m and a single phase or unbalanced 
connection would require a segregation of 3.6m. 
 
 
3.6.3. Power Quality 


 
Electric Vehicle chargers use power electronics which can cause interference and 
damage to the electricity network.  As a result of our EV Emissions project we have 
assessed the effect of this interference and have concluded that it is insignificant for 
smaller size domestic type chargers up to 32A capacity.  Our planning advice for 
these charges is that the effect can be discounted and treated in a standardised way 
when designing connections, making them cheaper and quicker for customers. 
 
The data has also been used to determine how many EVs can be connected onto a 
circuit subject to the impedance of the main conductor. As a result of the innovation 
project we have also decreased the prescribed maximum resistance of WPD mains 
conductors to a value of 190 mΩ. 
 
 
 
 


  







 


4. Providing information to Customers 


 


 
4.1. Guidance and Advice Documents published 


 
We have already developed a guidance document for local authorities who are 
considering public and street side charging connections.  Our “Getting Electric 
Vehicles Moving” guide provides details including information on the different kinds 
of chargers available and how charging points can be connected quickly and 
efficiently to our network. 
 
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/3220 
 
Our “DNO engagement for local authorities guide” provides information specifically 
tailored to local authority customers delivering public charging points.  The guide 
covers some of the technical considerations related to public connections as well as 
offering advice on how to make applications and discuss plans with us. 
 
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/15766 
 
 
4.2. Guidance and Advice Documents planned 
 
During 2019 we plan to extend our range of guides to include advice for fuel station 
operators and fleet users with depot locations.  We will continue to review the 
number and content of our guides to help customers when they are considering EV 
options for their homes or businesses. 
 
 
4.3. Capacity Indication for customers 
 
We already offer a capacity map on our website which shows customers the level of 
generation capacity and demand capacity at our major substations.  We plan to 
extend this map to show our local substations and the local scope for connection of 
electric vehicles. 
 
At this local level there will always be specific considerations which can affect our 
ability to connect individual charge points, but this map will provide a generic view of 
the capacity which is available in local streets. 


 
4.4. Connections Surgeries  
 
Local authority customers have the opportunity to request one to one connection 
surgeries with our teams.  At a local level they will be able to discuss plans for EV 
charging and how the electricity network can be adapted and uprated to 
accommodate future plans. 
  



https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/3220

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/15766





 


5. Stakeholder Engagement 


 
 
 
5.1. Our Approach to Stakeholder Engagement 
 
Our approach to engagement varies depending on the requirements of individual 
stakeholders. In some cases a company level strategic engagement is needed and 
in other cases a more local engagement is required. 
 
We provide our front end service using locally based teams that are responsible for 
their own networks and the local customers connected to them.  At this level a more 
informal engagement is the most efficient solution and complements the more formal 
strategic stakeholder engagement. 
 
 
5.2. Business Plan Strategic Stakeholder Engagement 
 
We have an excellent track record of stakeholder engagement across the range of 
topics contained within our business plans.  Since 2010 they have included elements 
of LCT readiness and EV charging.  In the early years the focus was on pragmatic 
steps we could take to support what was a small population of vehicles. 
 
Our engagement sessions helped form our plans and have also informed innovation 
projects related to EV charging. 
 
In 2019 our strategic stakeholder engagement will include a specific topic on EV 
readiness. 
 
 
5.3. Strategic Engagement with local authorities 


 
Local Authorities are taking the lead on EV charging in public areas such as car 
parks and park & ride sites.  In 2018 we developed an EV guide for local authorities 
to help them with their plans. 
 
In November 2018 we became the first DNO (Distribution Network Operator) to hold 
a bespoke stakeholder engagement event for local authorities.  Across two events in 
Bristol and Birmingham we were able to share our plans with 186 local authority 
representatives.  As a result of what we have learnt from these sessions we have 
been able to update our EV guide.   
 
With the demand for EV charging at hub locations such as car parks, we will also 
develop trials to show how we can efficiently connect multiple EV chargers in these 
locations. 
 
EV charging formed one of the themes of our more general stakeholder engagement 
sessions in January and February 2019. 
 
 
 
 







 


5.4. Local Engagement with local authorities 
 
Our strategic local authority engagement highlighted a requirement for more local 
engagement.  Local authority customers now have the opportunity to request one to 
one connection surgeries with our teams.  At a local level they will be able to discuss 
plans for EV charging and how the electricity network can be adapted and uprated to 
accommodate future plans. 
 
 
5.5. Engagement for Fuel Station Operators 
 
We have engaged with the Petrol Retailers Association to understand how their 
members are approaching the change to electricity as a road fuel.  The approach is 
likely to vary between Motorway Service operators and A road or local road fuel 
filling stations. 
 
At motorway services we expect to see hubs of four or five fast charge installations.  
On local forecourts we expect to see a single charger per site as the space available 
for additional infrastructure is more limited, especially outside of the zones controlled 
by liquid fuel refuelling regulations. 
 
Shell UK already work with us as a provider of electrical insulating oils.  We have 
used this relationship to extend our knowledge of the future plans for fuel station 
operators.  Shell is also a charge point installer and energy supplier so has helped 
us develop our plans. 
 
 
5.6. Engagement for housing design 


 
Our plans to increase our house service cable designs have been included in reports 
compiled by the Renewable Energy Association as a part of their works to lobby 
government and planners.  We were pleased to share stakeholder engagement with 
them on this subject and are continuing discussions with relevant government 
departments. 
 
Our Superfast Electricity project was developed in conjunction with Pobl Housing 
Association and Sero Homes, an innovative Welsh based provider of Energy 
Positive homes. 
 
 
5.7. Engagement with Vehicle Manufacturers and Transport Operators 
 
We will use links that we have developed within our own transport fleet department 
to engage with manufacturers.  We are already working with some of our suppliers 
to assess how the EV market will develop into commercial vehicles. 
 
Our Fleet department also engages with relevant transport trade bodies to help 
develop our future views for wider road transport. 
 
We have discussed the X Storage system with Nissan to understand their plans in 
the area of EV charging and home generation or battery storage. 
 
 
 







 


5.8. Engagement with Depot Based Fleet Operators 
 
Fleet operators who return their vehicles to a depot overnight can offer us specific 
benefits by charging their fleet at times which avoid our traditional evening peak of 
demand. Our engagement in this area so far has been with bus operators; firstly with 
Arriva as part of the Electric Boulevard project as an early demonstrator.  This year 
Cardiff Bus is deploying electric buses and will establish a charging hub at one of 
their depots.  We are working with them to support this change. 


 
5.9. Engagement with UK Government 
 
WPD and various other parties are involved with OLEV and BEIS in their 
Stakeholder engagement, this engagement has been brought about by the change 
to the Building Performance Regulations which the EU modified in April 2018 and 
will become mandatory in April 2020.  WPD are ensuring that the changes to the 
building regulations for the introduction of EV chargers to new building should also 
accommodate other LCTs and provide a holistic approach. 
 
WPD is also in discussion with the National Infrastructure Commission, who are 
undertaking a study on the role of DNOs with respect to role of the utility and 
transport infrastructure provision for new build housing. 
 
We are also working with Catapult Energy Systems, Low Carbon Vehicle 
Partnership and Innovate UK for the Electric Vehicle Energy Taskforce. This has 
been formed at the request of Government to make suggestions to Government and 
industry to ensure that the GB energy system is ready for and able to facilitate and 
exploit the mass take-up of electric vehicles. 
 
We have engaged with BSI and BEIS on Smart Device Standards which will allow 
products to communicate with each other and be controlled to manage network 
demands. 
 
We have also held “brown bag” sessions for civil servants and public sector workers 
to share our knowledge on EVs specifically and the electricity network in general. 
 
 
5.10. Engagement with Welsh Government 
 
Our projects to demonstrate Superfast Electricity and On Street Charging have all 
been developed with the help of the Welsh Government.  We were able to engage 
early with the Welsh Government and have followed their plans for decarbonisation 
alongside UK Government plans.  The Welsh Government is also trialling the use of 
Hydrogen as a road fuel and we have used learning from this project to develop a 
balanced view of future requirements. 
 
 
5.11. Engagement with Go Ultra Low Cities (GULC) 
 
Three of the four Go Ultra Low cities, Nottinghamshire & Derby, Milton Keynes and 
Bristol, are within our operating area.  Between them they have plans to install 410 
charge points, many of which will be high capacity rapid chargers. They are all 
supporting free or discounted parking for EVs which is likely to increase early 
adoption. 
 







 


Using many of the specific delivery plans listed above, we will work with each city at 
a local level to help them deliver their targets. 
 
 
5.12. Engagement with Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and Electricity 


Supply Areas (ESAs) 


 
Ensuring our future network investment plans are aligned to developments being 
planned at a local level is a key priority for us as a distribution business. Our 
Electricity Supply Areas are local areas which generally match our higher level 
network feeding areas.  We engage with customers in a ESA to build our plans for 
high level network growth. 
 
Every 6 months, under our Strategic Investment Options work, we undertake a 
workshop led consultation with local stakeholders from a licence area to understand 
their pipeline of projects and ensure we are capturing the correct data to feed into 
our investment strategies. We then build a bottom up vision of demand, generation 
and storage growth by absorbing the locally published plans and other market 
intelligence to enable us to study the network under future growth scenarios. This 
includes specific distribution data on BEV and PHEV numbers in our area. 
 
The data that we accrue is also shared back with Local Enterprise Partnerships, 
local authorities and other stakeholders and has been used to inform local energy 
plans. To date we have shared data for around 50% of our network area and are 
continuing to make this information available as we update it. 
 


 
5.13. Stakeholder Engagement Plans for 2019 
 
During 2019 we expect to complete more specialist stakeholder engagement with 
groups related to Electric Vehicles.  Our first engagement in April is a workshop to 
consider EV Charging Flexibility Services. 
 
We will continue to engage with Government through BEIS and OLEV. 
 
As our plans for Superfast Electricity develop we will engage with house builders 
through the Renewable Energy Association. 


  







 


6. Plans to support Electric Vehicle Charging 


 
 
6.1. Our approach 


 
An electric vehicle uses, on average, the same volume of electricity as a domestic 
house.  As a network operator, we have a wealth of experience in designing housing 
networks and recognise the need to evolve our design methodologies to include new 
use cases.  We will use this experience to ensure that electric vehicle charging can 
be accommodated in the most efficient and economical way. 
 
Where existing network architecture is not best suited to permit electric vehicle 
charging we will take steps to mitigate this and, if upgrades are required, use 
innovative solutions to allow faster and efficient connections. 
 
When we build new networks we will design them to be ready for the future 
demands that LCTs will place upon them. 
 
 
6.2. Releasing existing network capacity 
 
Our low voltage network already includes a volume of available capacity.  When we 
establish local transformers for new developments we choose between three pre-set 
transformer capacities.  This means that there is often capacity available between 
the designed demand of the network and the size of transformer which feeds it. 
 
We predict that the majority of our larger local transformers will be able to 
accommodate a 35kWh charge every six days for each of the customers connected 
to it.  This provides a charged range of around 150 miles in many EVs and it is likely 
that this will support the demands of home-connected EV charging. 
 
We also expect that our backbone 33kV network and transformers will be able to 
accommodate this level of charge point activity. 
 
We will develop a heat map of capacity at each of our local transformers. This will 
show which areas can offer capacity and where constraints are likely.  We expect 
these early constraint signals to help us develop flexibility solutions which can be 
taken up by aggregators or signalled to customers via smart meters or time of use 
tariffs.  
 
 
6.3. Motorway Services and Major Road Filling Stations 


 
Through the Road to Zero Strategy and the Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 
2018, there is a requirement for large fuel retailers and service area operators to 
provide public charging points. 
 
Motorway Services tend to be individual developments along the motorway network 
or relatively large installations at motorway junctions and interchanges.  In most 
cases these installations are supplied by bespoke high voltage connections.  Where 
the demands of the Services increase with planned charging installations we will 
work with operators to enhance their main electricity supply.  







 


 
Major Road Filling Stations can be located in more urban locations.  They can be 
supplied by our local low voltage mains.  As these increase their demands we will 
uprate low voltage mains as required.  We have already established policies that 
allow a second point of supply to be made available on forecourts to support the 
charging infrastructure. 
 
In some cases the number of charging points may mean that a substation needs to 
be provided at the forecourt.  We are working on innovative methods of providing 
this network capacity for filling stations, using our Hub Charging and EV Filling 
Stations projects. 
 


 
6.4. New Homes 
 
The modification of Building Performance Regulations brings consultation on 
requirements for new homes.  We have already seen an interest from some 
developers and local authorities to add a readiness for future charging requirements. 
 
We already design and install mains networks which include a level of diversity, 
which allows for the fact that all customers do not use all of their installed demand at 
the same time.  This means that our mains networks are able to flex to the demands 
placed on them and only require reinforcement when a proportion of customers have 
increased their demands. 
 
The service cable, which runs from the street to an individual property, cannot make 
use of this diversity as it needs to provide the whole supply for that specific 
customer.  We have already identified that increased LCT demands could require 
larger capacity service cables and are trialling these in our Superfast Electricity 
project. 
 
We do not want today’s purchasers of new properties to be faced with service 
upgrades in the future because we did not think ahead. 
 
 
6.5. Existing Homes 
 
Our existing networks were designed for the electricity usage assumptions at the 
time of installation which may have been lower than our current standards.  Whilst 
most new homes connected from the early 1990s will have a service provision which 
can accommodate a normal domestic demand and the new demand of a smaller car 
charger, large chargers and older installations will need to be assessed. 
 
We appreciate that the capacity of a house service is the last thing on a customer’s 
mind when they choose an electric vehicle so are working to make this assessment 
and acceptance as simple as possible. 
 
Our self-assessment project will allow charge installers a simple way of identifying 
the capacity of a service cable; the project will create an application which can be 
used across the UK and for any DNO network. 
 
Where an existing service cable is not adequate for the requirements of an EV 
charger, our retro-fit Superfast Electricity project will demonstrate how this can be 
achieved with minimal inconvenience to individual customers. 







 


 
6.6. On Street Charging 
 
As approximately 40% of all vehicles on the UK roads don’t park in an off-street 
location WPD are using the Road to Zero Strategy requirements to give Local 
Councils the ability to provide new street lighting installations or bespoke EV 
charging installations to their streets.  This requirement will change the way WPD 
design connections for streetlights, which have historically been sized and 
connected for the relatively low demand of a single lamp head. 
 
To prepare the infrastructure required for charging we are expecting to provide 
bespoke street lighting mains cables in new streets. This is being developed through 
our On Street Charging Solutions project. 
 
For established networks the solution will vary depending on the existing mains 
infrastructure.  In some cases uprated services can be made available to streetlights 
but in other cases a more widespread scheme to uprate mains will be required.  In 
order that we undertake these uprating works in a logical and efficient manner, we 
are developing triggers which will help us identify reinforcement requirements. 
 
 
6.7. Depot Based Fleet Users 


 
Where a fleet user returns their vehicles to a depot location we expect them to 
require a relatively large electricity supply to support their charge requirements. The 
connections we offer are likely to be similar in design to those for larger commercial 
buildings or factories, either with on-site transformers or taken at HV. 
 
With the majority of charging for these customers taking place overnight at times of 
likely low demand for our network, we will offer flexible solutions such as Alternative 
Connections to these customers to make most efficient use of our network. 
 
 
6.8. Workplace and Off Street Charging 
 
We expect charging points to be established at workplaces and other communal 
locations.  These may be at park and ride sites, supermarkets and retail parks.  We 
also expect that hotels and other leisure locations may also establish charging 
points. 
 
Our approach will be a mixture of the approach for motorway services and more 
urban fuel stations.  Where the existing supply to the location is capable of 
supporting the additional load we will make use of this network.  Where an upgrade 
is required we will either reinforce the local low voltage network or add additional 
high voltage networks based on local conditions. 
 
We also expect third party charging sites to be developed at car parking locations.  
Our Hub Charging project will look at how we accommodate this demand with 
bespoke load centres which can be established directly in the car park areas. 
 
 
 
 
 







 


6.9. Vehicle to Grid (V2G) 
 
As part of our Electric Nation project we conducted a mini V2G trial.  The flexibility 
which is potentially available is restricted to specific models of car at present. We are 
monitoring developments in this area.  We are also involved in the V2GB Innovate 
UK project. We also helped connect the first domestic V2G charger earlier in the 
year with Ovo following existing industry practices.  
 
The xStorage system provided by Nissan brings together local generation, storage 
and use of electricity.  It uses batteries at the home and in the vehicle.  Nissan has a 
holistic view of a better connected home environment and the electricity network will 
need to support this change.  The system has features, such as the ability to charge 
or discharge batteries, which could be of use to us when managing networks which 
are nearing their capacity. 
 
WPD are in discussion with an airport and other partners with a view to providing a 
solution to utilising the potential available to the airport to offer via the services of an 
aggregator frequency response to National Grid. 
 
 
6.10. Smart Charging 
 
WPD working with Pobl the Welsh Housing Association and Sero Homes on the 
Tonyrefail project, where all the new homes will be fitted with three phase cables 
alongside PV, ES, HP, EV charging and smart white goods. All are connected to a 
Program Logic Controller (PLC) which then takes into account all the various inputs 
like the demands of the house appliances, needs of the householder and signals 
from the network to minimise the electrical cost to the householder.  
 
Therefore the charging of the electric vehicles is able to follow price signals and 
charge when demand is low, helping to smooth out daily electricity demand. This 
can help us manage our electricity network more efficiently and reduces the need for 
reinforcement.   
 
Our Electric Nation project has shown how price can affect charging.  We have 
already planned workshops with other industry participants to explore how the 
learning from Electric Nation can be developed into products and services that 
suppliers and aggregators may offer to their customers. 
 
 
6.11. EV clustering 
 
Our low voltage networks rely on a level of diversity between connections.  Where 
there is a cluster of EVs this diversity can be eroded, especially where overnight 
domestic charging is prevalent. Our Electric Nation project has shown that the 
impact can be reduced by the natural spread of charging behaviour which means all 
EVs rarely connect each night. 
 
In addition to the forecasting work we have done, notifications of installed chargers 
are being used to identify hotspots and clusters of EVs and other LCTs.  Our LCT 
detection project will further enhance this identification to include locations where 
notifications were not received.  
 







 


We are using this clustering information to direct our proactive reinforcement of 
networks. 
 
 
6.12. Mitigation of local network constraints 
 
There may be isolated locations where a cluster of new EVs will exceed the capacity 
of our local network.  This is most likely to happen with domestic charging.  We 
would hope that many of these will be identified with our clustering modelling.  
Where clusters are not identified and we have not anticipated the change in demand 
it could result in blown fuses and customers being inconvenienced. 
 
Delivering an upgraded network from scratch will take a specific duration and, whilst 
these works are being planned and executed, it is not acceptable for our customers 
to continue being inconvenienced by supply interruptions. 
 
To mitigate the demand increase we will make use of equipment developed through 
the Electric Nation project to manage demands within known limits.  This is being 
further developed through the Connect and Manage project and will form the first 
line response to local overload situations. 
 
Our local teams have shown themselves to be the industry leaders in response to 
supply interruptions and this technology will allow them to provide this same high 
level of service where LCTs create a specific problem. 
 


  







 


7. Smart Solutions and Flexibility 


 
 
 
7.1. Our approach 
 
Flexibility is already an established network management tool for us, developed 
under the Flexible Power brand name.  Where constraints are identified we will look 
at a range of solutions to rectify them, including smart and flexible solutions.  
Flexible Power has traditionally looked to larger customers to provide our flexibility 
responses; we will take the model used for these customers and adapt it to EVs and 
the domestic market. 
 
Electric Vehicles can offer us a great opportunity for flexibility where they are 
plugged in for an extended period. This could be overnight, either at home or at a 
depot location.  We will also consider the flexibility that may be available at Park & 
Ride sites or long stay car park locations. 
 
There is less flexibility where customers require a quick and immediate charge, such 
as at motorway service stations, but we will review these situations as they occur. 
 


  
7.2. Domestic Flexibility 


 
The Electric Nation project has confirmed willingness for customers to accept smart 
charging.  This flexibility will be valuable for us to facilitate the quick and efficient 
connection of EVs.  We found that customers were relatively comfortable with a 
reasonable level of managed charging so long as it did not impact their lifestyle or 
vehicle use. 
 
The trial did investigate how price signals might affect flexibility but we expect that 
smart charging solution such as those demonstrated in electric nation will be the 
domain of electro-mobility service providers. E-mobility service providers will include 
energy suppliers, market flexibility aggregators and potentially automotive 
companies (both manufacturers and leasing companies). We will interface with 
these service providers through the provision of grid capacity visibility and signals to 
ensure that smart charging is done in harmony with the local electricity network 
capacity. 
 
As an output from the Electric Nation project we will host an EV Charging Flexibility 
Services Workshop in April to understand the views of different stakeholders in this 
area. 
 
We are already drafting our options for flexibility in this area.  We expect to develop 
an “active” product where we are able to pay directly for energy deferred under 
demand response demonstrated through metering. This could be aggregated and 
suppliers will have to provide us evidence of response. Alongside this we will 
develop a “passive” product where we can pay an annual fee for every new 
customer signed up for a Time of Use tariff in our constraint managed zones.  We 
would then use the combination of a smart meter and the supplier’s price signals to 
help demand shift from times of WPD constraint. 
 







 


We expect that this flexibility will be delivered in a hierarchy which starts with simple 
time of use demand shifting through supplier signals, moving on to Passive and then 
Active products as required.  Where additional flexibility requirements are needed 
we could deploy active network management tools such as Connect and Manage. 
 


 
7.3. Commercial Flexibility 
 
Where larger clusters of EV charging exist, such as depots and long stay car parks, 
there is the potential for site operators to participate in our flexibility markets. 
Through Flexible Power they can already operate in constraint managed zones to 
assist with the more general level of network constraint.  We will deliver projects 
which will demonstrate how flexibility can also be used to enable EV charging 
capacity to be made available without the need for conventional reinforcement. 
 
Flexibility in this area will follow the format of our Alternative Connections products.  
At its simplest level we plan to re-create the “Timed Connection” model to allow EV 
charging to coexist with other conventional demands.  For example where a depot 
facility requires charge capacity at night we may be able to provide this without 
reinforcement by sharing network capacity which is already present for daytime 
industrial use. 
 
Our Alternative Connections then move towards a fuller Active Network 
Management solution where constraints are measured and customers react with 
constraint.  This system has already been delivered at a car showroom in 
Lincolnshire to restrict charging at times of network peak.   


 
 
7.4. Whole System Flexibility 
 
As vehicle to grid solutions and smart charging develop we have the opportunity to 
make use of these flexible solutions on our network.  In fact, a customer who makes 
use of local generation, storage and EV charging could actually reduce their impact 
on the network and help us avoid conventional reinforcement. 


  







 


8. Projects to demonstrate EV connections 


 
 
8.1. Developing a balanced portfolio of projects 
 
Our projects are developed through our Innovation Strategy. We always look for 
projects which cover our three main themes of Assets, Customers and Operations. 
We ensure our projects retain this balance by the regular review of our Innovation 
Strategy which is supported by our more general Stakeholder Engagement. 
 
In the specific area of Electric Vehicles, we have used our Local Authority 
Stakeholder Engagement and focused EV surgeries during our 2019 stakeholder 
engagement sessions to ensure our projects are providing the right blend of 
technical and flexible solutions. 
 
 
8.2. Completed Projects 


 
8.2.1. CABLED (2009) 


 
We partnered with the energy supplier E.ON and Birmingham and Coventry city 
councils on a project called CABLED (Coventry and Birmingham Low Emission 
Demonstrator). The project was the UK’s first ever at-scale demonstrator aimed at 
engaging the public about electric vehicles. Set in the heart of the Midlands motor 
manufacturing region the project had wide support from the automotive industry, 
local academia and public sector institutions.  
 
The key objectives of the project where twofold. Firstly to engage with public about 
electric vehicles and understand their attitudes to recharging and journeys. Secondly 
to assess the electrical impact of electric vehicle recharging infrastructure on the 
local electricity network. 
 
The project was funded by the Technology Strategy Board (now known as Innovate 
UK). It involved the DNO installing 35 charging points in city centre locations, public 
carparks and out of town park-and-ride facilities. Power quality recorders were 
installed adjacent to a proportion of the charging points to assess and measure 
electrical harmonics.  The energy supplier partner installed over 100 smart meters in 
domestic properties to measure consumer behaviour. 
 
The electric vehicles were supplied by a range of manufacturers including 
Mitsubishi, Mercedes smart, Tata and Jaguar Land Rover. 
 
Key learnings from the project were: 


 That harmonics and general power quality issues were less serious than 
feared 


 That drivers of electric vehicles with more limited battery capacity should be 
expected to recharge frequently both at home and on street 


 That DNOs are well equipped to install and connect electric car charging 
infrastructure in the public highway 


 That carpark charging of multiple vehicles simultaneously presents 
challenges for local electricity network infrastructure 







 


 
Learning from the project helped inform our design policies and the customer 
servicing approach for provision of connections. It also helped established long 
running close working relationships between Western Power Distribution and local 
authorities in the West Midlands. 
 
 
8.2.2. V2G Taxi (2011) 


 
The project set out to understand how vehicle to grid (V2G) technology could be 
accommodated within the electricity distribution system. 
 
The project provided an early insight into a technology now heralded by the energy 
and automotive sectors as having the potential to minimise customer bills and 
ensure a safe and stable supply of electricity for the nation. 
 
The project directly informed industry design standards and has fed learning into 
subsequent demonstration projects. These include the significant number of vehicle 
to grid projects currently being funded by the UK Government under Innovate UK 
mechanisms. 
 


 
8.2.3. Electric Boulevards (2014) 


 
Our Electric Boulevard project set out to demonstrate the UK’s first ever use of 
inductive charging infrastructure. It also tackled the issue of recharging larger 
commercial vehicles.  Working with Milton Keynes City Council and a range of other 
partners, Western Power Distribution installed inductive charging solutions at three 
locations across the city.  The local bus operator, Arriva, converted one of its bus 
routes in Milton Keynes to a fully electric solution; the route used included the 
inductive charging loops. 
 
The technical aspects of the project included studies into the electrical implications 
of installing inductive charging solutions, including the challenges of installing such 
infrastructure in public highway. The project proved that inductive charging is a 
viable and efficient way of recharging such vehicles. It also proved to be extremely 
reliable. The solution is still in use at the time of writing this report, and the city 
council has plans to convert all other bus routes in the city to pure electric with 
inductive charging. 
 
We also developed solutions to enable large inductive charging units to be 
connected to the low-voltage network. Previously it would have been considered 
necessary to have an high-voltage connection. This solution means that charging 
infrastructure can be connected much cheaper and quicker than previously thought. 


 
 
8.2.4. Smart Charging and Vehicle Telematics (2015) 


 
Working with the bus manufacturer (Wrightbus of Northern Ireland) the project set 
out to take data from the vehicle telematics system to understand the state of charge 
of the battery system and other factors such as ancillary power use and traffic 
conditions.  With this data we were able to estimate the recharging requirements at 
each charging location. By assessing local grid capacity at the times the buses were 







 


forecast to arrive, we were able to ensure that all the vehicles would return to the 
depot at the end of the day with no less than 20% charge. 
 
Additional complex smart charging solution algorithms were used at the bus depot 
during the overnight recharging period to ensure that all buses left for their first 
journey with 100% charge. This was achieved using the minimum grid connection 
infrastructure, reducing the cost of connection and ongoing use of system charges. 
 
Learning from this project has developed smart charging solutions which are now 
being tested at scale in our Electric Nation project. 


 
 
8.2.5. EV Emissions (2016) 


 
Our EV emissions project was established to check the compliance of modern 
electric vehicles.  Electric passenger vehicles of all manufacturers currently sold into 
the UK market were tested. Working with the Transport Research Laboratory 
vehicles were tested at the Millbrook Proving Ground in Bedfordshire.  They were 
cycled through a range of charging and discharging cycles in controlled conditions. 
Harmonic and power quality measurements were taken from the vehicles and the 
charge points. 
 
Valuable insight was gained into the performance and compliance of vehicles with 
mandatory electrical emissions standards. These results are informing the 
refinement of the engineering standards and provided comfort that the automotive 
sector is designing vehicles within the limits set. 


 
 
8.2.6. Alternative Connections for EV Charging (2017) 


 
Western Power Distribution has developed a range of alternative connection 
solutions for customers wishing to connect new distributed generation such as solar, 
biomass and wind.  Although initially developed for generation, the range of 
alternative connection solutions was adapted to cater for flexible demand, including 
electric vehicle recharging. During 2017 technological and process changes were 
implemented to our connection process. This enabled us to offer alternative 
connections to customers wishing to install charging infrastructure but where the 
cost of connection is prohibitively large. The first alternative connection under this 
arrangement was made during 2018 working with a car dealership in Lincolnshire. 
 


 
8.2.7. IET Code of Practice 


 
WPD was asked by the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) to assist in 
the production of a code of practice for electrical equipment installers. The code of 
practice on the connection of electric vehicle charging infrastructure formed an 
addendum to the IET wiring regulations.  Specialist technical knowledge from our 
policy engineers was coupled with learning from innovation projects to ensure that 
the code of practice was both practical and comprehensive. The code of practice 
sets out safety standards for the electrical earthing of equipment and means of 
connecting to household and business electrical wiring. 


  







 


8.3. Current Projects 


 
8.3.1. Electric Nation 


 
At its inception the Electric Nation project was Europe’s largest domestic EV 
charging trial with 673 participants. The project will deliver learning on how electric 
vehicle customers charge their vehicles at home, and better understanding of their 
acceptance of smart charging.  It is also producing a network assessment tool for 
our planning engineers to assess the most appropriate means of providing capacity. 
It will additionally provide a longer term, more strategic view, of the overall 
implications for electricity network infrastructure of electric vehicles becoming 
mainstream.  
 
These results include knowledge on the frequency of charging events (typically less 
than twice per week) and the amount of energy consumed each time (approximately 
35 kWh).  The project has also confirmed a consumer willingness to accept smart 
charging.  Further we have proved that the technology to support such a solution is 
available and understand the degree to which we can rely upon it for network 
management purposes. 
 
The final phase of the project tested consumer attitudes to time-of-use energy tariffs 
and the degree to which they can be relied upon to shift peak electricity demands 
away from the traditional teatime evening peak. 
 
In addition to gaining an improved understanding of the potential for smart charging, 
the project will also inform our planning standards.  In particular future assessment 
of diversity and maximum demand. 
 


 
8.3.2. LV Connect and Manage 


 
Low-voltage networks have traditionally been designed to accommodate household 
power and lighting. The network design methodology assumed natural diversity of 
consumption. In areas with electrical heating, such as storage radiators, the network 
may have been designed with an increased level of capacity.  
 
A typical after diversity maximum demand for a domestic property is between 1.5 
and 2.5 kW. A typical electric vehicle will charge at 7 kW. Whilst the domestic wiring 
network, and the individual network connections, will already be sized to 
accommodate loads of this magnitude, the upstream distribution network and 
substation will not be able to accommodate all electric vehicles charging at 
maximum capacity simultaneously. 
 
Smart charging solutions such as those demonstrated in Electric Nation, coupled 
with supplier time-of-use tariffs will ensure that some diversity can be relied upon. 
Electric Nation also proves that there is a natural diversity benefit in challenging the 
behaviour of customers. Nonetheless the potential exists for the network to become 
overloaded in the low probability event that customers do decide to charge at the 
same time. 
 
The LV Connect and Manage project is developing a solution to provide emergency 
overload protection for the distribution network. This is a form of Active Network 
Management.  The solution will be deployed in areas with high concentrations of 
electric vehicles.  







 


 
We expect smart meters, suppliers and aggregators to provide products with time 
signals which will attract charging away from times of system peak. Where this is 
successful we will not require LV Connect and Manage as the market drivers will 
have correctly reacted to signals.  If these time of use signals do not provide a 
suitable level of load management and flexibility we do need to offer a solution which 
will mitigate constraint on our network.  
 
Under the LV Connect and Manage process customers will be advised that their 
local distribution network is at capacity at times of peak demand. They will then be 
offered the opportunity of waiting for conventional network reinforcement to take 
place, or alternatively the installation of a LV Connect and Manage domestic load 
controller. The domestic load controller will be able to communicate with the local 
substation and in the event of an impending overload situation being detected, the 
device will communicate with the charge point or vehicle and reduce the charging 
level for a short period of time. 
 
The LV Connect and Manage solution is viewed as a last resort mechanism which 
would only be implemented by Western Power Distribution when all other options 
have been exhausted. The solution is currently been trialled within Milton Keynes 
and Nottingham. In addition to the control of electric vehicles the domestic load 
controller will also integrate with other low carbon technologies such as solar panels 
and home energy storage units. 
 


 
8.3.3. LCT Detection 


 
Electrical installers who fit charging equipment at customer homes are required to 
notify the Distribution Network Operator. Western Power Distribution also receives 
information on new vehicle registrations from the Driver and Vehicle Licensing 
Agency. We are aware that there appears to be a significant mismatch in the 
number of electric vehicle notifications between the two sources. Working with the 
Energy Networks Association we are making improvements to the notification 
process to make it simpler for electrical installers to tell us where charge points have 
been fitted. This should reduce any mismatch. 
 
WPD are currently undertaking the project LCT Detection with Electralink and IBM.  
The project will identify whether it is possible to automatically locate the installation 
of new charging equipment through the analysis of metering data. Using artificial 
intelligence techniques our project partners will evaluate the potential for such a 
solution together along with any regulatory and privacy controls which may be 
necessary. 
 
This project will provide WPD with the most up to date information on LCT take-up 
within the licence areas and will negate the fact that some installers are failing to 
advise the host DNO that they have connected LCTs it is likely that this project 
should also highlight non-technical losses within the licence areas. 
 


 
8.3.4. Superfast Electricity – three phase services 


 
Working with Innovate UK, Monmouthshire County Council, Wales and West 
Utilities, Cenex and the Welsh Government the group are in the design stage of the 
fitting of all LCTs to the combination of new build and retro-fit properties in Caldicot. 







 


The project will install three phase service cables at all properties in this 
development in Wales.  The project will demonstrate how this can be achieved and, 
crucially, make the final part of the network resilient to LCT demands.  This will avoid 
us having to replace cables across customer’s gardens and driveways in the future, 
due to foreseeable LCT needs. 
 
 
8.3.5. Reinforcement Planning - Forecasting and Planning Interface Tool 


 
The Electric Nation project provided a visualisation tool for WPD planners to show 
the penetration of electric vehicles on the WPD geographical map background.  This 
project, in association with EA Technology, will build on the work completed and 
provide visualisation of smart meter data, consumption data and network conditions. 
 
The project will also investigate how much of this data can be automatically imported 
into design software to allow planners to undertake network assessments. 


 
Once this work is completed we will assess how the tool can be further developed to 
help our local planners identify local constraints and design solutions for them. 
 
A final development of the tool is considering how this information can be provided 
directly to customers via our website, so that they quickly and easily assess the 
impact of their additional demand on our network. 


 
  







 


8.4. Future Projects 
 


8.4.1. EV Filling Stations 


 
Although we expect many electric vehicles to be charged at home and at the 
workplace, some 40% of vehicle owners do not have driveway or designated parking 
therefore en-route charging is also an important service for owners of electric 
vehicles. The connection of multiple fast and rapid chargers at a single location can 
require a substantial capacity to be provided. This can be costly and/or take time to 
deliver. 
 
This project will explore a number of innovative solutions for the provision of network 
capacity for electric vehicle charging stations.  This will include locations adjacent to 
major trunk routes as well as locations such as supermarkets and city ring-roads. 
 
Options to be explored include increasing the voltage level at the point of 
connection, DC rather than AC connections, inclusion of co-located batteries and 
poly-phase options. This project is still at the development stage and we would 
therefore welcome expressions of interest from partners wishing to work with us in 
this field. 


 
 
8.4.2. On Street Charging Solutions 


 
This project will look at solutions for charging vehicles in residential locations on the 
street or at communal parking areas. We intend to work with local authorities and 
other regional bodies to design and demonstrate dedicated infrastructure for electric 
vehicle charging.   
 
Where local authorities deploy on-street charging we will need to change the way we 
provide electricity supplies to street furniture such as streetlights.  Conventional 
networks are built to provide low wattage connections to lamps only.  Earthing and 
technical issues will also drive us to changing the connection type. 
 
Our project will show how a bespoke low voltage mains cable can be used to 
provide supplies to charge points and other street furniture. 
 
We will also establish triggers which will allow for mains cables to be uprated ready 
for future demands. 
 


 
8.4.3. Smart Homes – EVs and Storage 


 
This project will utilise the three phase cables installed in our “superfast electricity” 
project and show how a domestic installation can make use of locally generated 
power and storage to provide the energy required to charge an electric vehicle.  The 
equipment could also be used to balance the network and mitigate peak demands. 
 
This builds on our industrial and commercial storage project with Tesla which has 
demonstrated three new variants for the connection of batteries to the WPD system.  
These connection options rely on the operating mode of the battery being restricted 
to a defined purpose. These are self-sufficiency, supply resilience and flexibility 







 


market operation.  Through this new project a further variant will be developed 


entailing the combination of energy storage with electric vehicle charging. 
 


 
8.4.4. Smart Meter Load Control 


 
This project follows on from our LV Connect and Manage project, which developed a 
domestic load controller which will ensure that the low-voltage network is not 
overloaded. It will demonstrate how SMETS2 smart meters can be used to control 
specific load within a property. 
 
Working with an energy supplier offering specific electric vehicle tariffs, we intend to 
determine whether the smart meter can be used for this overload protection function. 
 
 


 
8.4.5. Self-Assessment 


 
When a customer chooses an Electric Vehicle their next task is to consider charging 
options.  Where they have off street access they are likely to install a domestic 
charger and will need to ensure that their service cable is sufficient for the demand it 
will generate. 
 
Through the Energy Networks Association this project is being developed in 
conjunction with the other DNOs to provide a centralised way of providing us with 
pertinent information about their service which will allow us to quickly assess if it is 
suitable to accept a charger. 
 
 
8.4.6. Hub Charging Solutions 
 
Local authorities are likely to establish charging hubs in car parks and other off 
street locations.  These offer the advantage of being able to provide a large single 
point load connection to our network using a bespoke transformer. However it is also 
likely that the locations will not be in continual use and there will be times of the day 
when no charging occurs. 
 
We are working with a transformer manufacturer to develop a low loss version of our 
standard units which will reduce the network running costs of these locations. 
 
WPD already have designated sites where installation of charging hub is proposed. 
It will be used to charge passing vehicles and also provide the facility to charge local 
terrace house owners’ EVs. WPD also expect that this hub approach will be used by 
commercial and public transport operators so will investigate how we can apply our 
technology to these locations. 
 
  







 


9. Targeted Commitments in 2019 and 2020 


 
 


 
9.1. Realising benefits 


 
Work completed in projects only becomes fully valuable once the findings transition 
into business as usual.  We have already made changes to our technical design and 
minimum cable designs but there are more changes that we expect to make as a 
result of projects currently underway.   
 
The sections below detail changes we expect to make in 2019 and 2020. 
 
 
9.2. 2019 change - “Superfast Electricity” 


 
Once the demonstration project for three phase service cables is complete we will 
have learned how to effectively use three phase in a domestic environment.  With 
this knowledge we plan to amend our design policies to standardise on three phase 
service cables. 
 


 
9.3. 2019 change – Design capacity assumptions 


 
For many years we have used a set of After Diversity Maximum Demand (ADMD) 
figures to design the backbone network that supports housing developments.  It has 
allowed for the efficient and economic connection of traditional gas and electrically 
heated homes.  The impact of LCTs will change this design model.  We will use data 
from our innovation projects to calculate a new ADMD which includes allowances for 
EV charging and other LCTs. 
 
 
9.4. 2019 change – Network capacity indication 


 
We will produce a network capacity map to indicate the capacity that is available 
across our network to support local EV charging.  This map will be published 
alongside our other network maps for generation and demand capacity and will be 
interactive and available on our website. 
 
 
9.5. 2020 change – Public charging hub infrastructure 


 
We have developed a hub charging solution to help the deployment of charging 
infrastructure in car parks and other public locations.  With the completion of our hub 
charging project we will create a design specification for bespoke charging 
transformer deployments. 
 
 
9.6. 2020 change – LV Connect and Manage 
 
Our LV Connect and Manage project will show how we can provide controls to allow 
EVs to charge on a network which could be constrained by parallel charging.  This 







 


will be our first response to capacity issues on our network and will be used as a 
rapid resolution to problems whilst a more enduring solution is developed.  We will 
establish a set of procedures so that this equipment is deployed in a consistent way 
by our local teams. 
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